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United Press International

In Our 89th Year

Seen&Heard Incumbents
Will Seek
Around
Re-election
Murray

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, March 20, 1968

Murray Baseball To
Meet On Thursday
The Murray Baseball Assoc
Lation will meet Thursday
March 21, at 7:30 p.m. in the
City Hall Assembly room, according to Ted Howard, president of the association.
Plans for the coming season
will be finalized at the meeting. All coaches or people in•
terested in being a coach
should -make a special effort
to be present. Howard said.
Try outs will be held in the
very near future. The Part
league is composed of boys being seven through twelve; the
Little league age is nine through twelve; the *rainy league
Is thirteen and fourteen; and
the Colt league is fifteen and
sixteen.
The birth date change for
the leagues is August 1.
Officers of the baseball association are Howard, president; Buddy Buckingham, vicepresident; Rob Gingles, treasurer.
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Two Are Named Outstandinl
At Calloway County High

Mayfield C°upk To
Jild
o Anniversary

Cases Are Heard In Court
Of City Judge W.H. Dunn

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Anderson, Sr., 808 Brand Street,
Recently the Calloway Coun- year and the first team this Mayfield, will celebrate their
Several cases were heard in intoxicated, amended to reckty High School faculty selected year. He has been a member golden wedding anniversary or the City Court of City Judge less
driving, fined $100.00 costs
the Most Outstanding Senior of the Pep Club four years and Sunday, March 24, with a r William
H. (Jake) Dunn this $4.50.
by United Press International
and the Most Outstanding Shn Is also a member of PTA and open house at their home.
J. C. Wallis, reckless drivAll friends and relatives are week. They were charged, enTwo incumbent congressmen
ior Girl and Boy.
FBLA.
A trip through the morning
tered pleas of guilty, and were ing and breach of peace, fined
invited
to
attend
between
the
announced
Tuesday
that
they
They
chosen
were
for
their
During
his freshman year, he
mail. Everybody has something
7ined as follows.
$50.00 costs $4.50, fined $50.00.
will seek re-election, while the
academic achievements, extra represented his homeroom in hours of two and four o'clock
to say about something.
Robert Foster, operating a for a total of $104.50, subject
in
the
afternoon.
son of former Gov. A. B. Chancurricular participation, citi- the Student Council and was
The Andersons were married motor vehicle without an oper- given 30 days, in jail, suspend.
zenship, attitude and coopers chosen as class favorite. DurThe nation of Portugal sends dler said he will try to unseat
March
24, 1918 at Mt. Pleasant, ator's license, fined $10.00 ed if he not come back to this
a third
tion.
ing his junior year he served
two booklets entitled "The
court for a period of one year
Bro.
T.
C. Curd officiated and -..ests $4.50.
Democratic Reps. Carl PerMiss Cathy Harris was cho• as vice-president and this year
D. D. Garland, driving a nio- from this date.
Growing Economy of Portugal,
their
attendants
were Grover
Stubblefield
Frank
kins
he
and
A.
sen
is
as
Most
Outstanding
Senreporter
of
the
senior
*or vehicle without an operaat New World of Opportunity',
D. M. Washburn, public
Tuesday they would again
ior. She is the 17 year old lass. He was recently selected Anders and Pauline Byrns.
and "The U.S. Press Reports said
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson are tor's license, fined $10.00 costs drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs
men
be
daughter
as
to
the
beat
of
from
"Most
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
JamAthletic"
of
Who's
$4.50.
on The Portuguese Economy.
$4.50.
7th and 1st Districts respeces Harris of Lynn Grove. Ca- Who in his class. Stan is an the parents of eight children,
J. N. Coursey, driving while
H. T. Allen, reckless driving,
tively, and Dan Chandler told
thy has been an active mem- active member of the Hazel Mrs. Bennie Simmons of Mur- intoxicated and no
operator's fined 215.00 costs $4.50.
The Kentucky Tuberculosis and a Lexington luncheon audience
ray, Mrs. William Shelby of
ber of FHA for four years. Baptist Church,
Phil Hale, no operator's licRespiratory Disease Associat- he "will try to reilace the sittWing°, Cecil Anderson of May ieense, fined $115.00 costs
During her sophomore year
ion sends a booklet on their ing congressman from the 6th
field, Lewis Anderson, Jr., of 4.50, fined $15.00 costs $4.50, ense, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
she served as songleader, her
C. A. Clark, speeding, awork.
Los Angeles, California, Mrs. for a total of $139.00, plus thirDistrict," Rep. John C. Watts,
junior year she served as 1st,
ty days in jail.
mended to breach of peace,
Eddie
Sidelko
of
Detroit,
Mich,
D-Nicholasville.
vice-president and as a senior,
Lonnie Tucker, public drun- fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
Mrs. Harold Wood of Paducah,
The Corn Refiners Association
Perkins made his announceshe ser es the club as presikenness, fined $15.00 costs
James Woosley, disregardMrs.
Joe
Metz
of
Lexington,
sends literature on what a ment from his Washington ofdent. Cathy has also been an
Scott Diuguid has left for
$450.
ing a stop sign, fined $10.00
glirest product corn is. Corn is fice. The ranking member of
active member of the Beta Huntsville, Ala., to begin his and Mrs. James Cox of New
F. M. Green, public drun- costs suspended.
in most everything they say, the Kentucky delegation, he
Club for the past three yearn. second term of work at the York.
A. B. Dement II, speeding,
The couple has nineteen kenness, fined $15.00 costs
from candy, to hot dogs to was tint elected to Congress
Her junior year she served as Army Missile Command Cent
fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
4.50.
soup.
In 1948 and currently serves
reporter for the Beta Club and er there after sending four grandchildren including Steve
A. R. Duncan, speeding, aD. T. Hargrove, driving while
as chairman of the powerful Burns
this year she Is vice-president days with his parents. Nir and Simmons and Mrs. Tommy Wil- ntosicated
and no operator's mended to breach of peace,
Whe's WA*, Inc. sends a re--House Education and Labor Of War In Viet Nam
She has also been a member Mrs. James Diuguid, 803 Sharpe liams of Murray,and twelve license,
fined $100.00 costs fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
lease noting those persons Committee.
.„
Alter great grandchildren.
of the Pep Club four years, Street and his grandn
G. W. Fox, speeding, fined
$4.50, fined $15.00 costs $4.50,
Mrs.
Ed
Filbeck,
picked for special awards for
Main
Stubblefield filed his candidStreet
FBLA three years and has parfor a total of $124.00.
$10.00 costs $4.50.
Diuguid
has
just
their contribution to society. acy papers in Frankfor t Tue.
completed
SYRACUSE, N Y. (UPI) -A ticipated in speech events for
' J. C. Wallis, disregarding a
C. E. Reed, speeding, fined
quarter of study at Auburn m
Murayhis
Girls Are
In architecture it was Moshe day He will be opposed in high school student who dous- the past two years Cathy has
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs $10.00 costs $4_50.
University,
Auburn,
Ala
He is Named Officers
Safdie who designed Habitat his bid for a sixth term iq the ed his clothing with gasoline been a cheerleader for three
'suspended.
`II for Canada's Expo 87.
May 28 primary by Paul bur and set himself afire in front years, is a member of NFL on the cooperative program and
D. A. Holmes, reckless driv
alternates
each
study ur Sorority
quarter
bin, a five-year veteran of the of a Roman Catholic Church to and as a senior is representing
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
WPSD says they will telecast Vietnam ear. who held the protest the war in Vietnam was her homeroom in Student and work in the engineering
L. D. McClain, unnecessary
school at Auburn.
the Houston-UCLA game March , rank of eggeeel
In critical condition today with Council. She was recently selFour Murray girls have been anise, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
22 and the NCAA finals on
Chandler, although active in burns over 90 per cent of his ected "Most Likely To Sue
G. D. Alexander, open beer
named as officers of the GamMarch Xi.
I Democratic politics, will be body.
ceed" in the Who's Who of Search For Meaning ma Xi chapter
of Alpha Gam- n car, fined $10.00 costs $4.50.
making his first bid for 'MeRonald Bessee, 16. of Au- her class. Cathy is a very acF. D. Carr, driving while inma Delta at Murray State UniWorld Tennis meg...rine comes tive office. The Versailles Dwa- burn, AMPS school official' tive member of the Williams Theme Of Sermon
toxicated, amended to reckless
versity the 1968-89 year.
the
notables
in with all
in the inessman facer a formidable said scored in the top 2 per Chapel Church of Christ.
Miss Shirley Cochran, daugh- lriving, fined $100.00 costs
Rev John Park Winkler will
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) tennis field.
foe in Watts, Illho has served cent nationally in his verbal
Miss Yvette Watson was choter of Mr and Mrs. Clifton Co- $4.50.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn made it
--for 17 years and is expected college board tests, attempted sen as the Most Outstanding preach this evening at 7:30
S. K. Holland, public drun- official Tuesday, as he signed
in the First Christian Church. chran, Farris Avenue, has been
Whim American Trucking Assoc- to seek re-election.
the immolation after soaking Senior Girl. She is the 17 year
.enness, fined $15.00 costs into law Kentucky's 5 per cent
His topic will be "The Search named as first vice-president. ,̀
iation names winners in a safe
his clothing with gasoline Tues- ld daughter of Mr. and Mrs
For Meaning". The scripture She is a sophomore majoring 4.50.
sales tax.
ty writing contest They list II
day. He borrowed a match Dwight L. Watson of Route 2.
F. D. Houston, public drunwill be taken from Luke 12:13. in elementary education and
The tax, a two cents on the
them in a release.
friss an elderly man, touched Murray, near Kirksey. Yvette
The soloist for the evening will Is a member of Alpha Lambda kenness, fined $15.00 costs
at over the current
it to his clothing, and fell to has been a cheerleader for
'4.50.
Delta,
honorary
scholastic
be
fraLarrie Clark.
into effect April 1.
Used Johnsen sends a releass!
the street, a human torch.
Calloway for ail four of „ler
J.
T.
Wrye,
ternity
open
for
boor
freshman
in
ear,
women.
The public is invited to atit stirred debate
that in effect says that lasing
Police said a note left by high school years and seined
'ined
$10.00
costs
Named
$4.50.
as
tend
corresponding secused controversy in both
underweight is about as bad
the youth indicated his attemp- as captain of the varsity mad
Robert Kirk,, public drug- legislative chambers, there was
retary is Miss Trudy Lilly,
as being overweight.
ted immolation was a war pro- this year. She has been an acdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. , enness, fined $15.00 costs little doubt that it would pass
tort
tive mernbe rof FBLA for the Funeral Services
T. Lilly, South 16th Street. ' '450
both the House and Senate. It
The U.S. Colman:on on
..r. giving my is. not In past two years Ind this ye..r For Gus
B G. Levies, public drun- was approved 21-17 by the
She is a junior majoring in
Hall
Today
SenfighU sends out a release.
war, but to help and it," in she is treasurer of the club
kenness and breach of peace, ate at the legislature's
English and biology.
end, afand state delegate of Kentucky
vestigators quoted the note
'Med $1500 costs $4.50, fined ter it had
Miss
Melanie
Boyd,
daughFuneral
services
The
New
for
Concord
Gus
passed the House SeElemelx
More people send us releases
"If giving my life will shor- State FBLA Yvette has been
ter of Mr. and Mrs. William 510.00 costs suspended, for a el a week earlier.
made on some kind of dupli- tary School honor roll was re ten the war by even one day, a member of the Pep Club Adolph Hall were held today
total
of
$29.50.
Boyd,
Magnolia
at
Drive,
one
was
p.m.
at
the
leased
today by L. L. Spice- it will
Blood River
; Also included in the revenue
cating machine which you essi
not have been in vain." four years. the Beta Club three
J A Raines, driving while
Baptist Church in Calloway named as chaplain. She is a
bill is a hike in license plate
smell strongly when you eget land, principal of the school.
The Rev Charles Fahey, dir- years and is now the vice-prefreshman
majoring
in
County
biology
with burial following
Following are the students ector
fees from $5 to $12.50. That in.
the envelope After (veining
of the Catholic ChariUse sident of the Student Council. in
She
is
a
member
of Alpha
the Elm Grove Cemetery:
crease goes into effect Jan. 1,
several of these, we halfway who made this roll.
C.B. Jamboree Is
office next door to the catheDuring her sophomore year
Hall, a retired merchant, age Lambda Delta. honorary schoThird grade Freddie Camp; 1969.
get a headache.
dral of the Immaculate Con- she served her class as seem 83.
died Sunday at his home lastic fraternity, and was re- Planned In May
bell. Roger Stubblefield. Cindy
The 5 per cent sales tax trill
ception, saw Brazee writthing tary-treasurer. and during her
cently awarded the trophy for
give Kentucky the highest sales
Armstrong Information Service Williams. Sonia Hendon, Glen- in Barnes and quickly attempt• junior year she participated in near New Concord. He is surBy
Local
Group
the pledge with the highest
; tax in the nation without mareys fix up your house before da Eaker. Tony McClure. Pam ed to smother the fire with a the Junior Play. Yvette was vived by four daughters, two
sons, four sisters, two brothers, scholastic rating.
jor consumer exemptions. Atyou try to sell it 'ma is, 11 , Williamson, Linda McCuiston. coat
recently elected "Most AthleThe rush chairman is Miss
13 grandchildren, and seven
Christie Hall, !della Maupin,
The Kentucky LQake Five- tempts to exempt food, claimyou plan to sell it.
Brazee's mother. Mrs. Hugh tic" in the Who's Who of her great
Nannette Solomon, daughter Wetter, Citizens Band
grandchildren.
Steve McCuiston.
Radio ing and prescription medicine
Bratee, said she was unaware class. She is an active member
The Milligan Funeral Home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Solo- Club, an organization of Citi- were defeated easily by a coaFourth trade - 0 B Garland, of his
Bristol International Speedway,
of
the
Spring
Creek Baptist of Dover,
feelings about the war,
mon,
1106
Olive
Street.
This
Tenn.,
was in charge
zens Band Radio operators, lition of Republicans and DeBristol. Tennessee sends out Randy Herndon, Rids Hicks, and said he was not a member Church.
is her second year to serve in ; with over one hundred
of the arrangements.
mem- mocrats
the unofficial list of winners Judith Kimbro, Benny Pitt- of any protest group.
Stan Key was cboaen as the
this
office.
Miss
Solomon is a bers throughout this immedAt one point it looked as if
in the eighth annual South- man, Krit Stubblefield.
Police could not explain why Most Outstanding Senior Boy.
junior
majoring
in elementary; iate area, are now planning all three necessities of life
Fifth grade Paula Mink the boy
eastern 500 David Pearson
decided to burn him- He is the son of Mr and Mrs
education.
their second annual C. B. Jam- would be saved from what
won in a 1968 Ford and Rich- Dee Tonle Osborn, Kathy Wag- self in front of a Roman Ca- Calvin Key of Hazel. He has
boree, to be held in the City some Democrats termed
ard Petty was second in a 1988 gon. Christine MeCuiston, Di- tholic church, or why he had played baseball for four years
ann Campbell, James Alan IlleAuditorium at Paris, Tennes- "Nunn's nickel." The House
Plymouth.
and basketball four years This
come 20 miles to Syracuse.
Cunningham
Cuiston,
Steven
see. Sunday, May 19.
passed an amendment exemptMcCuiston,
year he was the leading scorer
Last year the club gave 50 ing food, clothing and drugs,
University of Kentucky sends Steven McCuiston, Jimmy Burin the first region. He has
keen.
Jimmy
Jarrett
percent of the net proceeds 48-47. But Republicans, aided
the final basketball statistics
made the All-Regional Team
Sixth grade Brenda Cunnreceived from the Jamboree to and abetted by Majority Floor
for the past 27 games.
for the past three years and
ingham. Quentin Fannin. Da
purchase school clothes, food, Leader Fred Morgan, D-Paduthe Kentucky All-State Team
W I. Cunningham of 212 medical needs, fuel, and other call, rescinded the amendment
Four envelopes of news about bra Jo Kingins. Mike Renfro'.
the past two years. He made
Seventh grade James JarSouth 11th Street, Murray, items of need for several fam• the next day.
the University of Kentucky.
Graveside rites for Billy Joe the second All-State Team last
rett. Debra Chapman, Marsha
passed away Tuesday morning' lies throughout this area, in
Rhode Island, has a 5 per
Thornton,
infant
son
of Mr
at the Veterans Hospital, Nash- , the amount of $325.00.
cent sales tax but exempts food
This is the way our mail runs Ernstberger, Joyce Winchester, and Mrs. Elmo Thornton of
By JACK WALSH
erne. Tenn.
The Kentucky Lake Five- and all medicine.. The Rhode
every day Something from Kim Puckett, David Bonner. 506 South 8th Street, Murray.
The deceased was 75 years Watters C. B. Club members Island legislature curreatly is
SAIGON (UPI) - US. Ala
exerywhere We have to open Sherry Bucy, Keith Dowdy.
were
held
this
morning et 10:30
Eighth grade. Nancy Osborn,
Force B52 Stratofortresses to• of age and a member of the ' wish to express their thanks considering a cutback to a 4
Ach envelope just in case it
at the Murray Memorial GardGlenda Stubblefield.
Methodist and appreciation to the many per cent levy.
Chapel
day bombed' a North Vietne Martins
otto.II
Intoreallowal
might haye a check in it.
ens with Rev. Thomas Former
mese tank position within strik Church. He was a veteran of Business Establishments, Mel'.
The only state with a higher
officiating.
; ing distance of the surround World War 1 and a member of chants and Individuals who sales tax is Pennsylvania, but
TVA
Newsletter says that Mrs. Harvey
Survivors are his parents,
made the Jamboree last May a the Quaker State's 6 per cent
wn-r KENTUCKY - Cloudy ed Marine fort of Khe Sanh on the American Legion.
homes betVed with TVA powsister, Tammy, and brother,
Mother Of Mrs.
South Vietnam's northern fror
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. success by their donation of is levied only on goods deemer use twice the national averTimmy, all at home, grandpa'
, and cooler this afternoon and
Ethel Wrye Cunningham, 212 items, to be given as prizes, ed "luxury items."
age amount of electricity.
Kipp, Dies
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman early tonight with showers and tier
One exemption made in the
Johnson and Mrs Louise Car. a few thunderstorms. Cloudy 'The eight-engined Strategic South 11th Street, Murray; one and their services, which made
daughter, Mrs. Wallye (Sue) it possible for the club to as- Kentucky ;ales tax was farm
State of New Mexico, DepartMrs. Harvey Oswalt, mother roll, great grandparents, Mr. and turning much colder late Air Command bombers hit
equipment.
However,
farm
ment of Development sends 1 Mrs A J Kipp of Murray, and Mrs Will Evans and Mr tonight and Thursday with oc- armor base built up by the Hanson of Roscoe, Ill.; one sist the underprivileged.
In announcing plans for the equipment and machinery will
casional rain diminishing Thurs- Communists at the site of the son, Burel Cunningham of
out a release on National AAU 'lied Monday morning at two and Mrs Sanford Knight.
The Max H Churchill ir1.1 day morning Chance of snow U.S. Army special forces cami Warren, Mich.; two brothers, ooming Jamboree, the Club's be covered for the first 61
&netball Championship play o'clock at the Mansfield Ohio
at Lang Vei, overrun by tanks ; Claude Cunningham of Murray President, Jerry Burnett, stat- days, or until the July 1 end
ed at Gallup, New Mexico.
hospital. She was 75 years of neral Home was in charge of flurries during day and ending
Route Five and Clarence Cun- ed there will be three Grand of the current fiscal year.
late Thursday. Highs today Feb. 7.
age and had visited in Murray the arrangements.
More of the biggest Ameri- ningham of South 18th Street, Prizes given this year; a 23
mainly in 50s with northerly
News releases from Eastern -mite frequently.
winds 15 to 20 miles per hour can
bombers staged three Murray, nine grandchildren; channel
"Courier"
Citizens Word
RichUniversity,
Kentucky
Funeral services are being
and gusts over 25 miles per other raids late Tuesday and 'Tie great grandson.
Band Radio; 1 portable Telemond. Kentucky. Union Col- held today at the Fine.frock Senior
hour. Lows tonight 36 to 44. today against the 16,000 North
Funeral services will be held vision set and 1 Amplifier.
lege, Barbourville, 'Kentucky, runeral
Home.
Mansfield.
Highs Thursday mainly in 40s. Vietnamese that U S. intellig Thursday at two p.m at the
"Again, the club says "Thank
'use Kentucky Mental Health Ohio, with burial to follow in
Probability of measurable rain- ence said have ringed Khe Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home you" for your cooperation and
genpower Commission, and ancemetery there.
fall decreasing to 90 per cent Sanh, western anchor of the liapel with Rev. Johnson Eas- assistance in the past" says
other one from UK. They must
Survivors are her husband.
Word has been received of
late tonight and 60 per cent alied anti-invasion line on the ley officiating.
Mr. Burnett, "and may we reh•ve a tremendous postage ilarvey Oswalt of Mansfield,
the death of J. C. Phillips of
Thursday afternoon. Outlook northern border.
Interment
will
the
be
in
quest
your
contribution and
.01, each month.
')hici; three daughters, Mrs.
The Senior Citizens will hold for Frid•y - Considerable
In other action, the toll ot Murray Memorial Gardens with services again this year, in Detroit, Mich., son of the late
Kipp of Murray, Mrs. Max Dye an organization meeting on cloudiness and cold with chance
Toy Phillips of South 16th
arrangements
Blaby
the
the
Communist dead in the 10-day
this worthwhile endeavor".
Most of this sluff COMB fillt of Mansfield, Ohio, and Mrs. Friday, March 22. at two p.m.
Street, Murray
of rain.
old allied antiguerrilla drive a lock-Coleman Funeral Home
class too an you will ••--114111,-- Ben Havens of Rtehmorid,
Reports are that Philips, age
at the Community Center on
round Saigon - the war's lar where friends may call.
to open it
one son, Wendell Oswalt of Ellis Drive
52, was killed, but no details
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 3547, feat campaign. the 50-battalion
Mansfield, Ohio, four grandof the tragedy could be obAll senior citizens are invit- up 0.2, below dam 315.7, down Operation Resolved
To
To Winchildren including Mrs Gene ed and urged to attend the 0.5. Water temperature 48.
tained.
to
Will
risen
Rummage
903.
Sale
has
Another
204
Bailey of Memphis, Tenn., the meeting
Survivors are his wife. DO
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.7, Communists have been captur
Mrs Harlan Hodges will pre
former Peggy Kipp of Murray.
Be Held Saturday
Twenty-two seniors citizens down 0.2, below darn 323.4,
lores, two sons and two daugh
sent
the
program
at
the
ed.
meet
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Kipp and were present for the first down 0.8.
ing of the Calloway Count ters, all of 8044 Gunnell,- DeMrs Gene Bailey are in Mans- meeting held last Tuesday. Mn,
Sunrise 601; sunset 6:08.
Branch of the Association lot troit, Mich.: one daughter, Me
CITSD
ONS
field for the funeral and bur- Tom Brown is chairman of the
Moon rises 12:36 sm.
A rummage sale will be held Childhood Education to be held lody Ann Phillips of Murray;
ial services.
Woman's Club Committee In
One person was cited for dis in the American Legion Hall Monday, March 25, at four p m one sister, Mrs. Lottie Kinney
The Lynn Grove PTA men's
charge of the organization.
111VII-DAY PORICAST
regarding a stop sign last night Saturday, March 23, beginning at the Robertson Elementar of Detroit, Mich.; one brother,
and women's basketball teams
KILLED IN ACTION
Brent Phillips of Detroit; his
Miss Erin Montgomery, Mrs.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) - at 925 by the Murray Police at 7:00 a.m. Articles ranging School.
will play the Almo PTA teams
Lillian
Graves, Mrs
Cella The five-day Kentucky weath- Department
from clothes to appliances will
"Dibs-Search for Self" will stepmother, Mrs. Toy Phillips,
at Lynn Grove on Friday.
PARIS, Tenn. (UPI) The Crawford, Mrs. Bryan Toley, er outlook, Thursday through
be the title of the book to bt South 16th Street, Murray.
The city police was called to be sold at low prites.
March 22.'at seven p.m.
family of Spec. 4 Wendell Tay- and Leslie Putnam were ap- Monday
Funeral services are schedThe Hazel-Mason's Method- reviewed by Mrs Hodges.
traffic accident yesterday at
a
Roth teams from each school lor, 19, of Paris was notified pointed to serve on the corn
uled Thursday morning in DeTemperatures will average 3.20 p m on Maple Street, ist Churches' MYF invites
Mrs. Joe Rayburn, presider
have played previous games. Tuesday of his death in Viet- mittee for the meeting on Fri- near the normal
54-62 highs but no report was filed by the everyone to come, broine, and urges all teachers and interest troit. Mich., with burial to folThe public is urged to attend. nam.
day.
low in a cemetery there.
and 33-42 lows.
ed persons to attend.
Investigating officers.
look for bargains.
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WASHINCYfON - President Johnson, stepping up his at-
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tack on critics of hts Vietnam prat, with a plea to stand BOK
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In Vietnam:
"Let no American mistake the enemy's 17•111401- offensive
now It is aimed squarely at the ettigens of America. It is an
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annuli dedgitied to crack Ametieall IrKL"
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NEW YORK - Mayor .7Ohn V. Undsay when asked by a
student Whether he could support Richard Nixon, the leading
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Republican presidential candidate:
'There is a very simple a.nswer to that
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Johnson*
"I think there is no question that I would have to support
Sen Kennedy Whose position has been the same as Mine
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TUellOWEE, Ala

-- Sheriff Lucius Amerson of ahlenn
County, Ala.. the state's first Negro sheriff knee Reconstruc-
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tion, commenting on the state'law enforcement after arrest_

_Illgra white pobre chief and state trooper for allegedly beating a Negro
111

"A lot of people in this county are actually afraid of the
highway patrol because they have been mistreated."
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DISPELLING IIUMORS-APparently Intent on dispelling rumors
that air went to Mont TremblanL Que., to marry, Mrs. Jaequeline Kennedy takes her children, John, holding her hest
and Caroline skiing in near rizrard conditions.

T (11v is Wednesday, March 20,
the 80th day of 1968 with 286 to
folios This is the fink day of
spring
The moon is between its full
stage and last quarter
The morning star is Venus
The evening stars are Mars and
Jupiter
On this day in history
In 1852, Harnet Beecher Stowe's
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was printed
in book form an deventually ag.
peered in more than 20 languagesIn 1942, Gen Douglas nacAr.
thur. Commander of Allied Force/
N the Pacific. issues his faMOSIS
'I shall return' statement
Argentine
dictator
In
1951.
Jima Peron seized control of the
OPOOlities newspaper "La Prai-

Census

Census - Nursery
4
Admissions. lAsedi 17, 1064
Albert Cunningham. Route 8,
Murray, Mrs Minnie Roberts, 004
South llth Street. Murray, R G
Outland, Route 2, Murray, Mrs
Rachel Wilson. Box 63, Hazel;
Obid Burton, Route 1. Deno: ,
Mrs Margie Lyons. Route 1, Des ;
ter, Mr. Alh.r• er-e.t
Lynn.
Grove. Mrs Lila Drinkard, Route
1, Murray. Galon Tom Bell. Searle
I, Benton, Ors
Martha Estelle
Wagoner, Almo. Phillip Bogard.
Weems Tr1 Crt
Murray: Robset Pens, 1315 Main Street, Murray; John bicCuston, Route 2,
Puryear. Tenn , Eune Vance, Rt.
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eon Fdith Hughes. 213 South
se.
nth Street, Murray. Isaisah HarIn 1963. a volcano on the island
• Pasela•sea flee
ris, -Dover
Tenn, Kra
Wadi,
of Bali began erupting and the
Ilbeime•
•
Bouriand, Route 2, Murray; Eddeath toll eventually went weir
face in the daily round of life
erre
MAI Mean
sardine Ross, Route 1, Hardin;
leasittre. IneelleI Ilisilaed NOW
the 1.000 mark.
Mrs Ila Brown, 1215 Dogwood,
1 mos. I leliene
I Mee Maw
A thought for the day: Mk.
a
tt
1 1/Mait
Murray.
ltrs
Frances
A.ustia,
let Thomas Huxley said luetienP.O.
Box 1. Dexter. Paula Faye
ally held truths may be mese
Ten_ Years Ago Today
Jeers,
1701
Ryan
Street.
Murray',
harmful than mooned errors."
LUSO=•'Minis ISLA
Glen Hodges. 603 Meadow UDC
•I
Homy, Herbert Walker. Route
Deaths reported
a; wereCarlos L Warren, age 52, Who
Murray, Blaster Albert Scales,
died at his home on Murray Six and Hervey X_ Turner, nit
buttes; the food is donated thro11204 College Court. Murray, RobMI, who died at the Mixruy Hunpltal
ve! the state Division of Com
ert Pe rry. 1315 Main Street. Mistamility Distribution from USDA
Mr and Mrs Baxter BlIbrey, carnet's of Bilbrey's GoodAlbert C Koertner and Margray, Elaine Elberton. Route II,
year .80ore and also a franchised General Electric dealer,
11110#12 ernaired under the price aret Koertner to Wayne Flora
lingepart program. Lewis also thinks and fay Nell Flora, three Iota in Murray. Jerry Prescott (expired),
have won a ten day an expeilse paid trip to Europe, won as a
Route 1 Hardin
an leek of local participation is ilurraydale Heights Addition
result of a sales contest of General Electric held last fall.
a.
messilmes due to a certain call.
Wayne Flora and Fay Nell Flora
Wade Roberta, guard Of the Western Forestry District,
en1119011 on the part of county to Kelly Gene Woods and Doyenattended the Divielon
IFINViitry's 18th annual fire oontrol
enellia. This is rare. but It does ne L Woods, three lots in Bur,
traboing school it Oginhilitand Palls
edit - be said In such instances , raydale Heights addition
Mins Carolyn Mersibi, daughter or Mr and Mrs Mel
For a numbs; M yam eantro, the local authonties prefer to
Kirby D Bury and Gracie Bury
Melanin of Mom, WY Married to George Phil Harney, MOD versy has malinerall Mer the el- -are for their needy through lo- to Howard Bury and Dianne Bufor
a
need
the
betimeses
er
resources
and
prevent
the
pos
eel
of Mrs 0 C Harney Of Berger. Texas. on March 15 at the
ry. lot in Highland Oaks Subdi
Q -- My employer is going to
deeded feed program for the in- sable in migration of impoverish- vision
home of the groanit AMCIn Dallas. Texas
pay for my tuition in 'shoot Ass
digent We be,. meet of the sr- ed families who have a primary
Odie P' Youngblood to Charles
,
still eligible for benefits under
gessents for met Whet the food objective of becoming food re- Dan Smell and Marilyn 13•=aell
Xastribution program with its ad cipients. Experience has taught ; correction of title to 94 acres in the G. 1, Bill'
Twenty Years Ago Today vacates being menbed in ferv :- Lewis that local charities are usA. - Yes, provided you are I
Calloway County
otherwise eligible. However. etas
LARGER• YOURS IAA
ually inadequate to fill all of tbe
Mariliszsell
and
Charles
Dan
by its critics
ational allowance is not payable
genuine needs and often the most lyn Etanell to Odie F Youngblood
Dr Ralph H Woods, president of Murray State College,
it moms to gge that we must needy are not cared for
if the veteran is enrolled in a
and Odell Youngblood, correction
has been granted a three months leave of absence from the
sup uppermost in war sleds the
course paid for by the United
of title to 94 acres in Calloway
saOne of the most common gripes
college to fly to Greece next week on an edu &Lionel miasion age ._i.1ail It Is
States under the provisions of
County_
spasallary
of
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mat
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samsnally
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about
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we
:my other law where tbe Mew
fer eh US State DeparUnent
Joe Hal Stewart, Myrtle Stewpole,
.
poor
food
to
you
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"if
acre would constitute a doiliesThe Murray Rotary Club voted unaniznousiy to sporwor I°, lee PoloPle 01/ 1110017 61 the
in •hey won't work" The truth is art, James Hugh Stewart. and lion of benefits from the Femieirel
the Calloway County Junior Dairy project A Carman re- swat ef- plenty. Of esune.
Kenneth
ShelStewart
to
Melba
the proem of misibig the truly that in most instances the head
Treasury.
piained the project in full to the membership
Needy we are IMSOIPORIMENO giv- of the family ii working, but not ton 50 acres in Calloway County.
Mies Betty June Drinkard, daughter of Mrs Lila Drinkard, big assistance to these who sp• earning enough to provide the
Betty Joe Arnett and Calvin
Q
A statement in my earwas married to James E Coleman. son of Mr and Mrs Pori% pear to be tamable .1 taring for 'uric needs of a large family Arnett to Graham Bibb and Hen• .. e medical report says that I
Callo'hive a stomach hernia that I reColeman on March 13 by Bro H P Blankenship at his hone. deer sore Mak But, we cannot fiur records show, also, that over netts Bibb; 80 *errs in
'
way County
,,ived while in service Although
Approximetely 2,550 resident of Murray and Cannery erimer bee the prisms" respon- 95 per cent of the receipients
Paducah
to
of
Cosby
James
A.
I wu discharged from the Army
County were X-Rayet1 during the lest two weeks when the sibility le mete assistance avail- -annot work----too old, too young.
Charlotte
and
Simmons
Donald
about five years ago, is it too late
who are - unable to
v) disabled.
X-Ray Trailer Unit was here. Dr. J. A Outland, County Health able Ile thine
property in for me to
Paducah;
Simmons
of
for compensation
diemehes.
paustila
Officer, announced today
Another familiar gripe is "the,' Calloway County
from the VAT
Tom Lewis, director of our
E S. Roberts and Thelma Rot
--vuldn't need free food if they
C.emaineft Disbibution Division,
A. -- No, it is not too late
• t out and worked like the rest ensto Gene Steely and Max M
Win alli V0 NOW have 80.000 'us." In many areas, particularly Sykes; lot on South 18 th Street. There is no time limit as to when
sties who are
people. lo
W. D. Lassiter and Fay Lassiter a veteran may rue for compen
the remote rural ones, there aren't
11019100 to reedy, federally-do- enough .jobs to go around Still to G. A. Kline and Winnie Kline: sat ion for a disease or injury
state-fedROW 'hods under the
which he believes was incurred
another complaint is "giveaway lot In Hazel
eral program This does not repreIrene Hopper, executrix of the while serving in the Armed Forfonds hurt local businessmen"
WM all of the indigent people reThe fact of the matter is that estate of Hrs. N. A, (Popie) Pate, ces,
ceiving aid in Kentucky The in.
when families do not have to to Jim Henry Gorton and KaQ. - Hy husband 11 a World
flux of the food stamp plan se- spend all of their money on stap- therine Garrison; two lots in
We have been
War II veteran
ven years ago has gained wide
le., they have extra money to go Henry Addition.
harried a number of years. He
eptance in Kentucky and the
Lula Dunn to Clyde H. Robto the store and purchase meats,
still
lists
his
mother,
who is well'abet receiving aid through the
fresh milk, fresh fruits and veg erts and Audrey L Roberts; pron
to-do. as his -1'••• hencfirml•
tufty Department of Agncul'tables
perty in city of Murray
Is
his 5I0.000 G. 1. insurance
has been reduced suhstant•
The need for assistance still
there anything I can do about
Lewis's di
Fairly in 1961
of the basic
exists, regardless
this' Can I get the VA to change
- was allocating food to more
BOONE'S ION KILLED
earns of such need To neglect to
It' I am unable to work any more
300.000 people located in 112
fill such needs only perpetuates
A - No you can't Only the
-unties
A son of Daniel Boone was kid
a serious economic and social proInsured
can change the benefit1 believe that the community
Battle of Blue Licks
blem for at least one m-we en- ed at the
Legally, the Veterans Adbcolr
Lary
. 1.as a great obligation in preventlast
be the
elation
If through our unw111- Ky believed to
ministration must pay the pro
utg hunger within its boundaries
American Revolution
POITIER
tag:nese. these bask needs are not of the
seeds of G. I. insurance to the
'-bo
-both socially and morally Hunmet we can expect thousands of
beneficiary named by the veteran.
disease, and
, elle spawns crime
youngsters to grow into maturity
POSSIBILITISS
dulls the desire and rapacity to
N maw health and poorly edusienna, educated Some educat- cated because they lacked the vithe
from
Advice to farmers
ors have been most emphatic in
tality to seek an education It I.
State Department of Agriculture:
their declarations that "you naIs the Interest of all of VII the
cucumbers for pickling. Leg
me teeth * Misery ehitte"
every means be brought Ts -IMs.
year a LouievIlle pickle processor
Lewis points out that tome is
that these young people be givr
paid farmers an average of $1,128
ell effieislia are reluctant to apesthe capacity to be trained and e
▪
acre for ciacdnibers.
commodity
distnbutios
proMR
•
united so that they, too, may
'
110SIR.VIM= LOVE;
gress for various reasons Soles
come self-sufficient.
COMMUNITY CINTelt$
I tMlies they think that the county
'named bear the cost of a local
MOWASIII TO
Some 5,000 people are now re.
Defense Mingo cost
' program: but the
••••
treatment in community
50t per month ister Pierre Messmer of France calving
,ths musty
health centers in Kentuck•
jar seerpirst. The goes for ator• will pay an official visit to the Mental
Department of Mental
State
peniennel to certify the Soviet Union late next mouth, the
MO
Health reports.
on* ind make equitable distri- the Soviet Union saki Friday.
The Lard is mereltel and gracious. Mew to linter, and
plenteous Ia/nervy. --Psahn 143:11.
God Is far more easy to live with than any one that we

STRIVING TO SAVE BABY'S UN--Or Albert Haberle holds a
month -old gorilla which is on the critical hat at the zoo Ut
Columbus, Ohio, with • virus infection Haberle, six pedia•
irk-tans and four practical nurses ate working
around the
clock to save the first second-generation gorilla
born
alive in the United States
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for a green lawn. We will loan you a spreader.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. el — University of Louisville All-America
Westley Unseld will no longer
be around to strike fear into the
hearts of opposing coaches and
players and neither will number
"31" be seen anymore.
While receiving five awards at
the U of L basketball banquet
...Tuesday night, the 6-8, 240-pound
w
senior received a plaque designating that 31 will no longer be issued.
It was only the second time in
the Cardinals' proud basketball
history that • number has been
retired. The first retired number
belonged to All-America Charlie
Tyra in 1957.
Jefferson County Judge Marlow
Cook and Louisville Mayor Kenneth Schmied were among those
•in the packed banquet ball. Cook
commissioned Unseld and five
other Cardinal seniors Kentucky
Colonels on behalf of Gov. Louis
B. Nunn, who could not attend.

Murray Takes
Easy First
'Round Of Play
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Unseeld Wins Five
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Blasingame
Looks Goo4
To Hatton

ation
City
County

By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer

IX No. 69

Playmate Jo Collins may have
thought Bo Belinsky vsat the best
looking pitcher in the Houston
Astros' camp this spring but the
eyes of Manager Grady Hatton
are on Wade Blasingame.
doesn't have the
Blasingame
charm which enabled Belinsky to
attract the statuesque "Sun Goddess of Cocoa Beach" but he does
have a streak of 14 consecutive
scoreless innings in three exhiAnd, boy,
bition appearances
that's enough to catch the eyes
of Hatton. whose No 1 job this
spring is to rebuild a pitching
staff from the shambles of 1967.
Blasingame also is the rums
Hatton yawned and wondered hew
Belinsky will enjoy the summer
weather in Oklahoma City when
the playboy pitcher lit out of
camp after the pinup girl last
Sunday.
Blasingame, who has had a sore
arm since he posted a 16-10 record for the Milwaukee Braves
In 1965, was one of 28 pitchers
in the Astro camp at the start
of spring training The Astro: had
the worst pitching in the Na•
tional League last season with a
4 03 earned run average and 35
complete games -

iths
)00
isocgsys IN MI pOCKITS- A L'S jet blaZea rocket. into Communist positions in the bills
surrounding the I.'S Marine post at Khe Senn South Vietnam

-les west of HaIIG fighters.
were aimed at
convoys streah Vietnam and
?ported a spectIN sent smoke
tt Into the air,
d at least 110
yed in the
ugh the pan.

OOZING OIL INTO SAN JUAN NARSOR—Pouring the cargo of crude oil tnto San Juan
Harbor, the stem (right) and the bow of the Liberian tanker Ocean Eagle lie about 300
yards apart uff El Morro Fortress,

an.

;lila pass lead
n Page 5)
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By GALE GARRISON
The Murray All-Stars took an
Best Showing
easy first round victory in the
The 6-foot, 1-inch, 190-pound
21st Annual Tri-State Basketball
from AtlaN! Bissulltame, acquired
Tournament which started
turned in one of
Sunday afternoon, as they defeat- lanta last June,
performances of any pitad Owensboro Lincoln Mercury 1 tb. best
1skier this spring. Tuesday when
...Cougars 122-40
he pitched six innings in the
The Murray team is composed &afros' 100 victory over the LOS
of former Murray State stars, plus 'Angeles Dodgers He ranks right
, as the Astros' likely No. 2
some area players tht are capable DO.
of playing the style of ball the starter behind Mike Cuellar.
Torres' infield single
Hector
Murray players are accustomed
scored Dennis Menke from third
to
the
and
inningpitch.
second
bass in
Five Murray players scored in Blasingame
two relief
and
double figures as they were led era went on to protect the tally.
Ford
points_
by Elliott with 28
points, Jennings Menke bad walked off Bill Singwas next with 28
er and moved to third on a :wild
and Pendleton each scored 22 pitch and an infield out.
points, and Taylor added 15
Fred Valentine drove in four
Only one of the Owensboro runs with a homer and two douplayers reached double figures. bles and Mike Epstein hit his
that was Wood with 13
third homer of the spring as the
heat the
Murray wored 30 points In the Worthington Senators
Joe Coleman allowed
first quarter to Owensboro's nine Braves 1-1
by
double
homer and a
and then had more than enough only a
Valdespino in five innings
to win by half time as they had 'Ural>.
now has given up one run
a total of 55 points at ihe inter. and
hits in 12 exhibition inn-.
mission, and Owensboro only and two
scored 40 points in the entire tnSe•
Three hits by Tim McCarver
game
and two triples by Cart Flood
The!
paced the St. Louis Cardinals to
The local team will play
Dubola hid J C team next Sun- an 11,1 rout of the Pittsburgh
day afternoon at 3 00 p m, in Pirates, whose fourgame winning
the Madisonvflie Maroon Gym, in streak was snapped Natty Alma
went 2-for-4 and raised his spring
Madisonville Kentucky
For those who would like to average for the Pirates to 429
go up to are Murray play the
Indians Win
gym is located at 357 West Arch
Stan Williams retired 15 of the
Street The price of admission is
18 batters he faced and Steve
111 00 for adults and 50 for stuBailey permitted only one more
children
dents and
hit during the last four innings
to pifich the Cleveland Indiana to
30 55 go
Murray
40 •61 win over the California An24
g
Owensboro
iline led the Indians.
Murray (122) — Elton 28, Fort1 11.11 Doke
attack with two singles.
23. Grace 9. Jennings 22, Pendle
Buddy Bradford's two-run do*
ton 22. Taylor 15.
Brown 2, ble capped a three-run ninth-ins4 (40)
.
04,44,044
ing rally which enabled the ChiWondefur 7, McPherson B 2 M, cago White Sox to beat the Min
Pherson R. 3, Mills 7, Rouse 6 newts 'twins 5-4 Singles by Luis
Wood 13.
• Aparicio and Ken Boyer started
the rally and the first White Sox'
TUESDAYS EXHIBITION
run scored on Sandy Alomar's
ROSULTS
infield out Tony Oliva starred for
Interviatienel
By Unites( Prose
the Twins with a triple and a
Washington 7 Atlanta 1
single.
St Louis 11 Pittsburgh 1
;- The Chicago Cubs scored the
New York 4 Philadelphia 2
winning run of a 54 victory over
Detroit 13 Boston 3
the Sap, Francisco Giants on a
Houston 1 Los Angeles 0
I passed ball by Dick Dietz in the
Chicago (Al 5 Minnesota 4
ninth inning; J. C. Martin drove
Baltimore 8 Cincinnati 3
in two runs with • single and an
I
California
Cleveland 4
infield out as the New York Neu
Chicago (N) 5 San Fran. 4
snapped a six-game losing streak
Only games scheduled.
with a 4-2 decision over the Philadelphia Phillies; homers by Boos
Powell and Curt Blefary led the
WE ARE
Baltimore Orioles to an 8-3 victory which snapped the CincinDEALERS FOR
nati Reds' winning streak at seven games and homers by Jim
Northrup and Mickey Stanley powered the Detroit Tigers past the
Boston Red Sox 13-3 in other

:Y. (UPI) —
ave refused to
the Tennessee
for the Land
a national reformed a new
Centucks Chapin Landowners

No. 6 In A Series
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itehead, of 1.v.
esman for the
that approxi; remaining in
ed to sell their
'A for the de
ral agency had
'downers makerty to which
era had been
it she said an
timers refused
era containing
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VA
publicity

How a Checking Account can be Your Dollar's Best Friend.

BuligaN rims
OoRris
ssFF
uelBitilin
s iirms
Busiieosi)
Business Forms
Boorum & Pease
MASTER REF
WILSON-JONES

•

vast project
at $51 mil-

Ask any businessman. Or, better still join the many
thousands of up-and-coming young men and women who
have checking accounts at Peoples Bank. Learn to pay
with a handsome Peoples check instead of plain old cash.
You'll soon be saving money! We'll help by keeping track
of every dollar you deposit, every cent you spend. Each
month, we'll return your canceled checks with a complete
record of your account —electronically correct— for tax
purposes and to help you budget your income. Your dollars will love our system. Make them happy — open one
of our checking accounts for them next payday!

ACCURATE
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NA at Knox
d to comment
cation or Mrs.
?nt
partially corn'a huge tract
idey and Ken
m and Trigg
ky and Stewsee— has exement of the
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liefeee,
HONORS POE PIARI
SEOUL Korea et — American
novelist Pearl Buck Thursday re• celved honorary Seoul citizenship
and a good luck key from Mayor
Kim Hyun-ok in recognition of her
charity foundation for Korean orphans.

ens
"...hairman
! Murray has
Kysoc chairounty, it has
W. 7'. Isaac,
of the Ken.
rippled Chilhairman, Laslocal health
t.
therapists
'ping to enpad children
te camp this
:.'arrollton, is
by the Kenrippled Chilwily resident
the state de
iildren with
of physical

JOIN OUR HAPPY FAMILY!

COLLIGII BASKETBALL
RESULTS
By United Press Informational
Neaten& Irrelastlen Tourney
Ouseter-Ilnels
Dayton 61 Fordham 60
Notre Dame 82 Long Is U 60
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-MEMBER F.D..I.C.
WHERE YOUR -MONEY WORKS FOR YOU!

OFFICE SUPPLY
Gale Garrison, mgr.
41•11,

'way County
this spring
caner. RobSue Hagan
Williams.
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Mrs. John Livesay
Plans Completed
Hostess For New
By Miss Howard
Concord Club Meet For Sunday Wedding
Plans have been completed by
_Mrs. John J. Loamy opened %friss

*DIM 10-11111 et 15114N1

V
oimitst
i
ro

6

Judith
Kathryn
Howard,
hiar home for the meeting of the
Haw Concord Homemakers Club ioughter of Mr and Mrs. W. Rukohl se Wednesday, March 13, 16 lolph Howard, for her wedding
I to Edward J. Carroll, son of Mrs
▪
etiock in the afternoon_
Walter H. Carroll and the late
The lesson on "Electrical Safe- Mr Carroll.
ty Tips" was presented by Mn. Dr H. C. Chiles will read the
Butterworth Home
Miss Judith Ellen Robison Beconies Bride ltieheed
James. She said to use ceremony at five-thirty o'clock in
Scene Of Meeting
Of Ted Paschall Nance In Lovely Ceremony the !erred she of fusee, know : the afternoon on Saturday, March
bow to disconnect the power in 23. in the sanctuary of the First
Held On Thursday
Mr and Mrs. Ted Paschal ie. She was dressed in a floor ease of in emergency,
replace I baptist Church.
The Illaikenehiw Circle of the Nance west wind ea Fehreem
Miss Howard will be given in
Meath white gown haying • hare wires and have a Qualified
Wasse's EndaNg of Christian Bee- 17, at seven Weimelt hi lbs sem
ilsavalms_ orooOriorke4 fitted electrician to do the wiring and ' marriage by her father and has
eke of the $ege Pleasant Grays Log at the That Chelan
clown Miss Ann Kay Sanders to
QM*. liadk• Ned skirt of psmide-sote. repair work
MOWN *meth met at the Paris, Tem., in a blIMASIS
Mrs Louise Patterson. Fired- be her maid of honor.
Ebb sheath was eireusil with a
home of Mn Sickie Butterworth dielight, daeblosieg
The bridesmaids will be Mrs
eagemseg. killIdeeved rage of ben with dent presided and yrs W
ea Themder, IIbirch 14 at seven The moo wore reed ter Ilse.
aitilddne train. Mn IRMO • waist Kingins gave the devotion. The Dan Boaz, Miss Jennifer George,
Velma in KM efleind
es BaMMI. gatitrlar of the
MOOmentilla of malleided
s. secretary, Mrs James Hutson, and 'Miss Manly Moyer of LeaMn Neel limime wed itemoak Jewelry Ms SU eget goad the minutes and called the mgton. Miss Tony* Carroll, niece
Clem Came.mere In AIM of The bride is the former AIM Mn
Nthie theime. daughter of Er Mime given to her bi De Mi. roll with each member answering of the groom-elect, will be the
the pregreme 'as
junior bridesmaid.
and
Itra. IL M. Robison of DM* grome. The bride's lisaquat was with a household hint
smar. They were IMAM *
It was announced that new
Tommy Carroll ivW serve as
•
a easeade et tally pale yellow nor
Five.
Paris,
Tema
is
She
emplayilliedimes Kent Shemien. alelmed
bete rieweeming a white hylidd members of each county home- best man for his brother.
Nab11411 Page, Illabart BM, ed as • pharmacist at Wailes
The ushers will be Tom Rushmakers club will be honored at
Pharmacy The poem is the son 41174101mid Jai* L Duda
the Murray Woman's Club House tag, Dr. Richard Stout of Memof Mrs. Guy N.and the late
The beim IMO Mildected by
Ilse
bride's
two attendants were no Saturday, April 30.
phis, Tenn., Carl Stout of BloomMr Nance of Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Mn Beduin= and Mn Page
identically dressed in empireRefreshments of sandwiches, ington, Ind., Harvey Gibbs of
mid the sell and net the win He is employed in the engineer- waisted linen dresses having light olives,
pickles, cookies. lathe. Washington
Courthouse, Ohio,
Wm.Mn illmgmea gave the tree ing leparinient at Emerson 19- blue fitted bodices with abort and
Marshall Garland, Capt. Dan Pugh
punch were
wine.
IMIEDDED IN LOCOMOTIVe A 50-ton roll of steel sheeting is imbedded In the ..•uniosewer% Molt
-...skreves and scooped necks and fourteen members IMINed 111 the of East Point, Ga.,
Terry Ttppin
and
live of Ma New York Central s Chicago-to-Detroit Twilight Limited In Portage Ind,
ions decided that the with
white floor length skirts with Mn Barletta Wrathertwo guests.
The them* mactuary ime
Georgia, and Russell Howard
and Mrs.
alter • collision with • truck The engineer suffered • broken leg. the fireman suffered
meeting will be held at Balk* rented aka* bat Isspasivalp snatching light blue sashes down Limu
Spiceland Mrs. Livesay was of Auburn, Ala., brother of the
bead laceration, and the truck driver is uninjured.
boa with each member bringing a Meg an bop assansmad
the back. They wore blue birth- assisted by Miss
Maude Nance in bride-elect.
Vent
se
necklaces
which
were
gifts
Mks
sessii•
awl
tom
masa
serving.
Following
• illatimiments were served to la
the ceremony the reash of Ohs sk Mimed Sow tram tas beide near head-pieces
The next meeting will be held ception will be held in the felthe tan Miggibers present by the wakes van eve maw Two were Mae velvet dailies with Moe
Saturday, Merck 23
IXPIL MEMalaRe
the U. S. Seventh Fleet, arrived
Wednesday. April 10, at one p in. lowship hall of the church.
begiesme. Mn Butterworth awl
tree cesiatabra light. net veils attached. no attendant" et the Community Center on Yllis
in northern Formosa Friday aAll friends and relatives are in
Mn Hata Furcate&
carried
cascading hommets of two Drive with Mrs W T Kingins as vited to attend the wedding
ed the dime& TM sisk thrush
BERLIN tin — The West Bic board the flagship cruiser USS
The Alpha Department of the
and
Membeie premet. .at previous. the &Mewed ratatamy wu Aka. "hedge of pi* emelimes
beseasn
the reception
Murray Woman's Club will have lin Social Democratic part) Fri- Providence It au Bringle's first
ly amtimed. are Mn. Jame of b flails amass on the
ant
its luncheon meeting at the club day expelled two prominent mem- visit to Nationalist China since
Mn Dellisam the bade% sew
Dale Emit mid Mrs. James Beg- of every slier pen Tams
paw
house at noon. Hostesses will be bers, Harry Ristock and Erwin he assumed corn- ricl of the fleet
ers.
iMIL
mein wee belated jug pier thsr ,were a Medd Mee
Miss Resins Senter, Mesdames Beck, for taking part in an anti- last November
'Win
••.
trimmed limaki. Mn *see
ea lee biblel promise *
Robert N. Scott, W. C. Adams, L f American demonstration last monmatching .-_alpha= at ke Wideman. Raw
A. Moore, Edwin Larson, and th that had not advocated peace
M r. Meek the hiligmemet
in Vietnam but a victory for the
B. Scott.
G.
mother, ekesi a envy Mimi mit
Wodnesday, Marsh 30
Ann Carr 753-2803, Dr Beverly
Viet Cong. The party ruled the
"
trimmed in satia. aid nary aem• The
demonstration had a militant re"
Nature's Palette Garden Fowler 753-2628, Mrs. Charles
41,1 Mn pod maim se
•• •
Tlicriiiesta wen mated by Meet ageism Both mothers woes pelf Club will meet at the Holiday Inn Ryan 753-6433. or Mn Matt
volutionary anti-democratic charPemlinees,
smaire the makers lbah amiss of Maw* pink cymbidium orchide. aillIMh at 11 30 am for a luncheon with Sparkman 753-3362.
acter
•
•
•
adept. et kik dna AIR Dian- kt,ither-twisw et the gnaw Mn were gifts from the groomMn Hazel Ryan as hostess
The Kirksey Baseball Aasociat
na teas. bleu line& 31. 1961l. by NaMeR ES OMR.Oneva. T.
•••
SRINGe IN FORMOSA
The Home Department of the
Receptions
ion will meet at the Kirkeey 1 TAIPEI eft — Vice Admiral
Greadpmemes me Mr. and Mn. belittler st the yew tela MeA family nicht potluck ninner Murray Woman's Club will have
leek Wicker awl Mr. mil Mn ltable IR et Ribbons Qty. OW, After the ceremony a reception will be held at the First Presby. its annual luncheon at the club School at seven p in
; William F. Bringle, commander of
ism F. Jahmel;
et LIM bialkoisellear
VW. As was held in the Fellowship Hall teruin ("lurch at 6 30 p in
house at one pm Mrs. 0. C. Wells
lied. Chest gunimemb are Mrs. flapina et 1114,1141. was had of the (*arch Guests were serewill be in charge of the program.
•••
•••
Law Mow and Mr. and Mrs. am and Ward Dougherty et Fe- ed cake, mints and nuts and cofThe
Wadesboro
Homemakers
NW&
et Paducah. awl ria. was possumetr
fee or punch. Friends of the bride Club will meet at the home of
The Bulginess and Professional
Mr. ant Ilia Odle Rank et Mn' The bride chose as her Mood- who work with her helped in the Mn Wayne Hardie at one p.m
Women's Club will asset at the
mi. ORM ewe spialmsdiers ire slits Mn.. Sohn McMahan M of kitchen and served for the ream. The Omise Camp Ground Me- Woman's Club Souse at 6:30 p.m.
Mn Mn lbws at Remy. lira Oklak...na City. Okla, sister of tion They were Mrs. John D. thodist allareb WWII will meet
• ••
Ipla link and Mn Clara wicker the bride; and Min tran Franklin Martin. Mrs Harry Lee, Mn at the home of M's. Charlie LasThe Lon Grown
et Potwar. Tema
at *array.
Club will inset with Mn 'din
George Neese, Mrs Janie Moak siter at 7:30 p
•••
• A getagreesof maikkill ask Beverly Lee. Mrs Ronnie Boyd
Lusiter at eme
•
•••
My Brent theft _ BEAM! 01011 tffskied_11_11111101_11th Banta Douglas. Margaret Le& The Pottertown Homemakers
ikiNal. Murray. hos has. dIsalsarka
la rue. Pam Devised, Debbie DS Club will meet at the Holiday
Friday, March n
ellsesa the Weems OWN Ran seldom plifed awe me) ream lard, and Mn Mitch Enright
Inn at 10.30 a.m.
pad. Tallmeli.
lave. sad •Stranshowar "Ake
Mrs. W H. Patterson kept the
The Fidelis Sunday School
•
•
•
•
the eastaere
bake sok& West regletry in the narthex of
Thursday, Merck 21
Class of the First Baptist Church
Mite Om& Towery. deaghler Ilies Inner *abort& what kat the cherch prior to the ceremony. The Coldwater Homesnekers will have a potluck dinner at the
of Mr and Mrs Richard Timm two atrictiosia. "Itemanae* sad I Many out-oftoirs guests stiffed- Cob will meet at the bane at home of the teacher
Mrs E C
of LirMsey. is new snesperesieg Lowe Thee" prior to the cere- ed. They were Mr. mid Mn. Jam- Mrs. Van R Burnett at owe P.m •10000, 106 South
Tenth Street,
II
at lasr bum atter theft meter. mony. and
ho Lord's Prayer" es Cowden. Dearborn, Mick.: Mr.
•••
at eleven a.m
eau aerprry at Me Weigle Dew at the door
•••
....•31 Mn Thomas Wilkerson. LivThe Faculty Wives Bridge Club
tue *metal. Pilaw*. Meade hi "The bride was given in mar- onia, Mich.; Mr. sad Mn Rickard will meet at the Student t. nion
The e ecu tive board of the
a fifth grade stedent
lidem nese by bar permits nod was as H. Cos, Froaktort, 1nd_, Mrs. Del- cafeteria at seven p.m. Make re Kirtsey School PTA will meet at
meted dews the aide by her lath- ta Roberds, Hartford City, Ind; envenoms by March 19 with KM 930 pm at the school
Mr. and Mn. Terry Robison, Kokomo. Ind , Mr and Mrs. John Meltable' 11 Battle Creek. Mich.: Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Magee, Johnny
Gingles, Mr. sad ltp. Hubert
Deering. Beef Hunt, Mr. sod Mrs.
— MCI PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Vernon Name, Mn Pura Manta
Truly Fhse Cleaning
Them 7
11.42
Mrs. Hardy Outland, and Mr. and
Mn. Joe R Nance, all of Murray;
By Abigail Van Buren
Mr and Mrs Had Harygood. Keith
Haygood. and Mr and um , cm
DEAR ABBY Five months ago,how I can Even my childres noI hired a 25-year-old Scandinavian tired this
Stephens, all of Mayfield
After the wide threw her hoe girl to live in and help with the
PERPLEXED
(Message Changed Daily)
MAR PERPLEXED: Actions
noel the couple went to change cooking and cleaning. She proved
for their wedding trip The bribe b• be • wonderful girl with a
sPwa immk".•the"
• • weeds.
chose a navy blue suit trimmed sweet disposition and potentially:
,an excellent domestic We grew
DEAR ABBY • I have only ad
in white She camed navy tees
sones and for her corsage weirs to feel towards her as we would miration for the mother who puts
her family first, but we have a
the orchid from her bridal bow a daughter
i Last Sunday my husband and friend who ia so well trained by
•
quet.
I
went
out
to
a
social
make
her children, she is all but a earcall
After a short honeymoon trip
to Memphis, the couple is now at and we returned home earlier rant to them, and It's OM fair!
When this mother has invited
than wehad anticipated I went
,Near Telepheme)
home at xe 011burn. in Paris
(Cut Owt and Plat
be this girl's room to tell her guests over, it is one interruption
Rehearsal
something, knowing she'd planned after another room, or from up
A rehearsal dinner was held to stay home Well, I found this stairs, or from the basement
ONE-COAT LATEX
for the bride and bridegroom- girl and my 17-yearold son in -MOTHER. COME HUE— And
INTERIOR LATEX WALL PAINT
HOUSE PAINT
elect on Friday night February a state of complete disarray and Mother runs
• 1/1,AT Imam TOO iNTt5SOS wAts.1 •ND
• pill•Num Owl -COAT, bartri 14.1000111
ClIts001 •• PLASM, 0000, NICK. aiA/001•T
010TSIIN 1•01018 0•INT,
lith, in the Red Room of Ow In the midst of a heated embrace
wo00,
All afternoon. its "Mother
• Olin TO TOWN IN be 84018/TICI
BRICK, si•JON•V, STUCCO Clial.t
• 111CIRAINT 1010.004
Woodlawn Hosts were yr and
Ma TO TOWN IN ANT Se misuTIS
My son said immediately, "Don't come help me find this—or that"
• 8.0 'ANT 0000
TIAN
DullAIIILITY
Mrs Rob GIngles of Murtay
worry. Mom, we're in love and Or "Mother, come here' I want to
• 110A, as. iii•T111 CIAAM1 yr PANiT11011 TODUI
Pee Pltu•101141 11XCIFT ON sass WOOD
• CAN se TISTID is Orel 20••
The tables were decorated with plan to get married soon as I'm Salk to you a minute"
94/KR, lAlY SOAP I WATIN CLIAKAIP
OICANIATINI COLONS
CAM 1111 'nate is oviii 2.800 COL001
blue candles in white holders with out of high school"
No one would object to a moo i
tiny white wedding bells attached
This ii the most absurt idea tber's answering the call of a
to the holders The bride's table we've ever heard of We don't child in an emergency, but it's
was accented by an arrangement' want to fire her because it might one petty little thing after ano
of white carnations, blue dutch tura our son against us He seems ther, and all these children are
INTERIOR
iris and baby's breath
serious about this girl We want oldenough to come to Mother
EXTERIOR
Those who attended were the Se make the right decision Can Instead of demanding that Mother run up and down stairs go
bride and groom-elect, Mr and yes help us'
PERPLEXV1) lad to them
Mrs M M Robison. Mrs. Gay
It's gotten so that none of her
"The Church Christ Wants and We Need" Nance Mr and Mrs Rob Gin**,
Appar- friends want to go to her borne
I1HIAR PERPLEXED
Johnny Gingles. Mr and Mrs Bob.
)., Rq PAINT
ently year son is under the
unless the children are in school
by Nance, Mr and Mrs John Mc11011ffiffidalli that all • boy north
Would you please comment on
Mahan II Mr and Mrs Huel Bay- 1be
Tonight, March 20 at 7:30 . . .
gat married is • girl who will this. She reads your column
good. Keith Haygood. Rev MN.
ear yea rim and his firehor
HER FRIENDS
MARY CARTER CARRIES A COMPLETE LINE OF PAINT AND
Bailiff, Mr Jim Stephens, 912, Orgtet to tell him saimrt the
MAR FRIENDS: This 080080PAINT ACCESSORIES PRICED TO SUIT EVERY POCKETBOOK
Ward Dougherty Miss Ann Frank; Wets and the bows, and this
ompilorin• moth*, Is doing her
lin Mr Hugh Hunt. Miss Lamar /Ors
of an "older- woman. And
stakIron • rave kill...ties. the
Roberta Mr and Mrs Gary Da • couple of hundred ether things
la femng r• tuck thorn two of
venport. and Mr and Mrs Leroy iligniciscroing the difference ble
a.fundaimorvisl facts of Ms:
McClanahan.
MORE THAN 1,000 STORES COAST TO COAST
Iffrown • solid marriage as op
seepoct for one's *Work and
After a delirious dinner tha posed to • groovy Siersday afterentiolderetten for ethers. Her
Missioner _ _
John Park Winkler
couple presented their attendants neon.
61.6101911M will probably grow
• ••
,with gifts. The group than left
ro ba apoliod. helpless, der
'for the rehearsal at the church
DEAR ABBY What do you allarwthip eientem and hor sons
of Memphis
•
think of a husband who retires ION probably order their wirers
they 6141 her m,
like
snmend
very
night
each
met*,
early,
NAL WALLIS' •,',:dM
(.01
when a very attractive friend of. fher.
•••
eV
mine is visiting sae for the even.
Soloist
Larrie Clark
in('
liverelledy has a problem.'
i '•
1.„
n 21 re
H. will stay up. and try to be Whets' roars? For a perl,
,
'in her company, showing off
* write to Abby. Box Weil
Cal,
90069
leand
very
being
imd
witty, and Les Anal*
en
v
• BIBLICAL PREACHING
charming all the while
Mee esteemed. self-addressed esYet
this
leaves,
after
guest
he
*We.
11:2::2110
•••
will tell me that he thinks she
• GOSPEL SINGING
Hello to writs Warn? eery
Ii conceded, selfish, and not at
all pretty—which centainly Is not 11 Se Abby, Mos 64700, Los AnI
Z21
; • true according to everyone else's goers, Cal., MOW fisr Abby.
• CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
•
evaluation of her Then he says booklet, -tire to Write Loriors
210 East Main Street or 753-5617
—
EASY TERMS
he cannot stand her and wonders for All Demeter's."
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HELP WANTED
-Als_ •

•

Jr

•

oinoInd,
tered

•
Fleet, arrived

sa Friday &cruiser USS
Bt.:Ingle', first
China since
d of the fleet

FOR

SALE

CLEAN RUGS, like new, so easy
E./WEI-LENT EARNINGS — the
e,Piv todo with Blue Lustre.
Avon way Territories available in :cot
electrte shampooer $1. Hugh
the Dexter area—also Coldwater C',
Paint Store
M-23-C
and Hazel Highway. Write Pitd,
Evelyn L. Brown, Avon
Mgr,
Shady Grove Rd., Marion. Ky. ELECTRIC STOVE in good eon.
535.00.. Refrigerator. $210;
42084
April-10-C
2 turquoise and white table lamps,
$4 Ot., each. • metal utility cabinet,
LOCAL CONTRACTOR has open- $3 0i) window
fan, 5750: elecing for an experienced painter
ic heater.. $5.00. Call 7534533
Workman's compensation, unite
•
M-20-C
ployment Insurance and paid va
cation. Good pay and steady work.'
For further information call 753- 1.1KE NEW Case 430 tractor with
plow; tallivator and disc. Phone
5287.
M-28-NC 753-2467 alter-13-p
0." see at
MALE HELP WANTED: Apply in- the 011ie Brown farm.
• M-21-C
person at Murray Home & Aittet
14' FIBERtiLASS Speedliiier Boat,
lif22 C 45 H
P. Mercury motor, trailer,
new hattary _rait_vg.e..ausrs
LADY l'AllaLlAit- mita Hurray,
to serve as welcome hostess. The i.:xcellent condition.
11-33-P
program
is established. Sales'
'''•
42"
PLATE
glassmirror,
ability preferred. Must have car
Rena nably priced
available. Send resume to Mrs gocid
753-18%
111-20-C
Carrie Jurney, 1664 Ryan Ann. Phone
• •.
•
_
Murray, Ky.
M 22C
•‘,.:NATONg Bata Guitar Amr. 4 12-itleh siMiakers, $150.00.
7534809 after 10 p. m.
M-21-P
—
OPPORTUNITICS

NOVI/ OPEN
as

•

BOONE'S
t..Nr4r

a.

Phila. 732-2552
_
'

Age 11-53

sErtri, of furniture. French
,i-41 hiring --room suite. 7
suits, one real nice Philo°
Mule Chef electric range.
-.noose. frost-free refriger
suile. a dinette set, set
•I
encan Peoples_ encychped
ia fit) vr,liime7 2 marble top end
••
A
in encellent like nevi
' • 733 8294
bf.21-C
_
10 X Si' all electric trail.
Panarama Shores.
•
.44
M-21-C

1 Maintenance Man

'$I BOAT, 54'L P
and thiee hives

2 Presser

4 it; 2411,-.
.

M-23-C

Suits, dress and

and 9 Also form-

al used once. All in excellent con- of other items. Real Estate: nicely
dition. Call 753-7822.
M-20-C arranged, well constructed frame
CLOTHING SALE, Friday night house, located on large shady
and Saturday: Girls sizes 2 to 4, corner lot. Best location in town.
75e and up. Mena suits, all sizes, House haa four large rooms, plus
$3.00 and up. Girls clothing 7 and kitchen and dinette. Closed in
up, 25e and up. Ladies sizes 12 back porch, front porch, and is in
and 14, 25S and up. Boys sizes good state of repair. Sale Will be
5 through 8. At 1112 Olive Street. cash Buyer will receive deed at
sale with immediate possession.
Call 753-7962.
M-22-C
Real estate sale is sponsored by
ELECTRIC COOK STOVE and kit- Galloway Real Estate Agency,
chen cabinet. Call 489-3572.
Murray, Ky., phone 753-5842. Sale
M-32-F by Otto Chester, Auction Service,
Lynn Grove, Kentucky For infor100' x 150' LOT in Kingsw
— ood mation call 435-4042. Licensed and
Subdivision. Cul. 7534516 after bonded service.
1TP
5:00 p. m.
M-23-C

FOR

disease was reported Monday along the Wales-England border in
Shropshire Ministry of Agriculture officials said restrictions imposed during the recent epidemic
will not be lifted March 28 as
scheduled.

Cliff Forroll's new Western thriller
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Changes in operational methods
at the White House often are so
gradual.,,,,and subtle that procedures of substance can go into effect without attracting much attention
An example of subtle but imvirtant change may be found in
the way the White House carefully blacks out public knowledge
of many important persons who
confer daly with President John
son.
This has been a gradual development During the Truman
administration, most personal officials and otherwise, who con
ferred with the Chief Executive
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The late President John E. Ken
nedv was more protective of his
c-mfemes than either Truman or
F,isenhower. The daily visitors
passing through the office lobby
"se-erne fewer and fewer, although
Any time a Chief Executive
Kennedy, himself, emerged be- wants to kick out the entire lot
fore the country .n progressively and never have any contact with
larger proportions because of his the world of public information,
televised news conference.
all he has to do is say so—and
Today, virtually
no officials he'll be within the Constitution.
calling on Johnson are seen or
What happens to him in public
questioned by the press execpt opinion would, of course, be anounder controlled circumstances.
ther matter.
The White House is frequently
cooperative by presenting officials . Legal rights aside, the fact reto discuss administration pro- mains that over a number of
grams, but much of the Presi- years, the reporting of presidentdent's daily schedule never is an- ial activities has expanded and
nounced. Reporters, for example, contracted at the same time. Much
almost never know about or have more is seen and heard of the
access to members of the House President, himself, than ever beand Senate or key political fig- fore, but much less of those with
whom he does business.
ures who see Johnson daily
The White House does not regard this as interfering with freedom of information, pointing out (
hint
sv?ii
i
t
14.
that Johnson, himself, probably
•
appears before reporters more
than any President in history.
This does apply to his making
statements largely for the benefit of television cameras and radio recorders. Also, it applies to
the frequency with which Johnson talks .personally with smaller
groups of reporters or individuals
from the world of journalism.
411
12
Such meetings, however, usually
are not reportable. .
'1
4:
Johnson press conferences are
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Don't Wait, call
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Phone 753-3682
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Legally, of course, a President
is entirely within his rights when
he follows a growing pattern of
reducing the area of public knowledge of his operations. Reporters
and photographers are present at
the White House, even under limited conditions, only by sufferance of the President.
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Johnson also confers frequently with busines and labor leaders
with no word of it to the public
When such conferenees do appear
on the President's daily calendar
of appointments, the participant
arrive and depart via the Whitt
House grounds—which means reporters have no opportunity to
see or question them.

about our easy
GUITAR RENTAL PLAN
Guitar Playing is Fun'

- onty one out-lwas gotn' to git himself
-..1 t.W demolished !right there in front of Kate
..1 t.dluw the workings • Royer' eyes It's an outrage
tie had rased That avNul Tom Smith ought to
to this when be 'Krung up."
...tiny years old.
-Tom Smith!"
r!el probable death
"He s that ugly toad who tried
pram by to start the fight. Then WA
humble his
weir op_ claim self-defense, like all tham
It, Fin
• P,/
atom ha had killers do."
"What's he got against that
_
there had beer a young cowboy ?••

t Paid

Comes From Mil
When the President, as he doer
frequently, calls ranking House
and Senate members to the White
House, seldom is there any White
House announcement or acknow,
ledgement
The news usually
comes from Capitol Hill.

Beginning Classes are being organised NOW Ask

be

•

JFK Protective

not conducted on anything resembling a regular schedule. He
much prefers talking with smaller
groups, even when his remarks
are for direct quotation, than
the larger, preannounced televised and broadcast sessions.

Ittml

ifilswastm W

GUITAR LESSONS

passed through the West Execut-,
ive Lobby leading to the Pres'
dent's office.
News Seldom Big
While these visitors seldom produced big news, they were in
terviewed by reporters as the
left the White House and th
public was given • relatively de
tailed idea of how the Presiclen
spent his day and the issues unde
discussion.
When Dwight D Eisenhowe
became president, his chief a
indent, Sherman Adams, had an
idea. He wanted to move the pre
out of the White House entirel
across West Executive Avenue to
the old Executive Office Building
to which they would be confined
except on ceremonial occasions.
Adams saw no reason why pres
idential callers should be identi
fled or questioned by the pre
unless the White House want
it. Before the plan could be put
into effect, details "leaked" an
the journalistic outcry was such
that the Adams muzzle was aban
doned before it could be tested
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P4-21-P
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UPI White Neuss Reporter
WASHINGTON cm —
Backstairs at the White House:

CROSSWORD PUZZLF

HONDA CB 180, excellent condiSoryicts,
OPerwa
tion. One owner. Call 436,
5339, or
inquire at State Farm Insurance.
P4-22-P CONTACT KENT WRIGHT for
filing Income Tex Rectums. 753Mel.
A-13-C
ONE ELECTRIC range $20.00; six
chair dinette suite, $10.00; RCA
MOVING
television. 25" screen, $10.00
Phone 753-7221.
M-22-P Reasonable and reliable. Phone
753-7271.
April-11-NC

711c rozlo of Ilagraent Day

.

LONDON e/r3 — Foot and mouth

•

In

RENT

NEW OUTBREAK

WANTED TO RENT

AUCTION: Household and Real
Estate. Saturday, March 29, at 1:00
p. m. on North Main St., in Hardin. Kentucky Selling to settle the
estate of the late Ella Putman,
the following items. Complete
house of furniutre, several items
ef modern furniture, appliances,
cooking utensels and dishes Also
lots of antique items, nice round
oak dining table with five chairs,
five nice old wood rockers, dresser spool leg table, trunk, kerosene lamps, library table and lots

.

_

CRUSHED STONE for your driveways and septic tanks. Also masonary sand. Quality service guar- WAN'Elli to rent a 3-bedroom
house within reasonable walking
anteed. Call 753-5429 after 4 p.
11-334 distance to Murray High School.
Call 7534144.
P4-20-P
1987 CHEVELLE SS, 998, 4-speed,
power steering, tape player, tech.,
WANTED to rent a 2-bedroom
factory warranty. Call 753-8111198.
house in city or reasonably close
11-85-C In.
Call 753-2549,

By MERRIMAN SMITH

TWO-BEDROOM HOUSE, 107 S
9th Street. Only $75.00 a month.
Call 753-3523 or 753-3084. M-21-C

ELECTROLUX SALES & Service.
Box 219, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176, Lynnville, Ky,
April-11-C

0

Backstairs At The
White House
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JIM ADAMS BA

Northside
Shopping
Center

PRICES GOOD THROUGH MARCH 26th
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

•

...
....(..01
lb. 590 1
_ a .
/
1 4 PORK LOIN .
Country StYle
lb. 49C
RIBS
BACK
REELFOOT BACON _ lb. 59
REELFOOT WIENERS ___12 oz pkg 39C
BEET SHORT RIBS______Ji,_29C
RIB STEAK _ u S_ Choice lb. 119

FIRST CUT

PORK
CHOPS
39(Isb

Right GuardGIlleffele_g '1_49 _ $125
ARA-SELTZER_ ____ __ reg 69. _ _ 151
_Mint Flavor _ _ req.79' _ _ 63C
CREST
1 _ _ _ . $1.19
CONTAC _ _ req.s49
79C
. _ reg.99
ULTRA BRITE

IGA

APPLE-SAUCE
30!can

INSTANT

FOLGERS

Northside
Shopping
Center

COFFEEn
looif1.1u

.CrigNITY

quart
SWAN LIQUID
22 oz. _
LUX LIQUID
JUMBO CREMES Flavor Kist
PRUF SPRAY STARCH. ___

63t
46t
49
62

FROSTY ACRES

9
CAMPBELLS

for

NO STAMPS

,'' NO COUPONS

PIE FILLING ,#2 can

2 29°

•

NO '5.00
FORCED PURCHASES

JUST LOW PRICES

PORK
CHOPS
69

I.G.A.
SOFT DRINKS_ _
PINTO BEANS __ 2 lb bag
CAT FOOD _ Kozy Kitten
ORANGE DRINK' J._
I

KITCHEN KRAFT

I

79c

( aII"

2 89C

STARKIST

BLACK-EYE
TUNA
PEAS
can 29'
2for 25' "01

13

No 1 can

BEAN with BACON 1
or VEG. SOUP "
NESTLES

SWIFTS

CENTER CUT

TO WELLS
VANUA RIVORING
IGA
SALT
ICE MILK

29t
como 8 oz.. _ _ 10t

16A big roll _ _ _ _

GERBER

box. 10t
half gallon
ALL BRANDS

_ 49C

QUIK
PREM
BISCUITS
BABY
FOOD
PIES fsaimzel y
8'
49 IGA Frozen
4 1011.00
CREAM

12 oz
can

DETERGENT

RINSO
5T
large
size

Ripe Yellow

BANANAS
10

box

lb box

KRAFAT
PUMPKIN OFilen MINCE VELVEETA „
4/$1.00 CHEESE US
PIES
RED
Florida
isp
POTATOES CGRAPEFRUIT
hEhciY
2

10 39'

2for29' I S

49'

STORE OPEN 24 Hours DAILY - CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS I C A It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Scout News

COME TO KENTUCKY—Employees Of the Kentucky Department Of Public
Information's travel division offer brochures and maps to visitors at a travel
show in Kansas City, Mo., urging the residents to tour Kentucky. During the
next few months the department will take the colorful displays to 12 other
cities in the U. S. and in August to the annual Canadian National Exposition in Toronto.

•

Income Tax
Questions & Answers

Q. — Are cigarette taxes deductible if you itemize'
A. — No, taxes on cigarettes
and other tobacco products are
sot deduticble for federal tax
purposes Page 8 of the Form 1040
instruetions lists the taxes you
• can deduct on your Income tax
return
Q. — Are dividends from a aus.
hip and loan account considered
dividends or interest'
A. — This income should be reparted as interett on Page 2 of
Form 1040.
Q — MY neighbor Re* reieived
his income tax refund. How 'on'
should it take between the time
you file and the time your check
comes'
A If the return is accurate
and complete, it should take from
five to six weeks to receive an
Income tax refund. To avoid delays, read the instructions that

a

I LEACH'S MUSIC
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ttrzy

accompany the tax forms carefully.
Mistakes delaying refunds this
year are inaccurate social security
numbers, missing W-2 statements,
and missing signatures.
If oyu are expecting a refund.
file your return now for prompt
action. Returns filed close to the
April deadline take long to process due to the large volume of
returns received by the IRS at
that time.
Q. — I have a company pension_ How much tax will I have
to pay -on It'
A — Your tax liability depends
on how much you contributed to
its cost. This is exNained in the
instructions for Schedule B of
Form 1040 Copies of this schedule
and the instructions are available
at many banks and post offices
as well as local offices of the
IRS.
Q. — My widowed mother lives
with us and her only income is
Interest from a savings account.
Can we claim her as a dependent?
A. — You may claim your mo
ther as a dependent if you provide more than half her support
and her income from all sources
is not 8600 or more
— What are the .clughges
medical expense deductions?
A_ — There are two mapst
changes First, the medical expenses of all taxpayers must be rie
duced by 3 percent of their tots'
income ibefore they can be ftductoo 'Prior to 1967, the medical expenses of taxpayers 68 and
over were not subject to this rule.
Second, one half of the premiums paid for medical insurance
up to a maximum of $150 may be
deducted without regard to the
3 percent rule.
Q. — Are tips taxable'
A.— Yea they are. Tip income
should also be reported to your
employer if they amount to $3)

or more in any month. This will
information must be filed with
enable your employer to withhold
your 1040 if you claim this de
social security and income taxes
duction.
on the tips from your regular
Q. — Can I claim my wife as
salary
a dependent if she files her own
Q - Last year I sold stock I return'
A. — No When she filis her
inherited from my grandfather
What figure do I use as my cost own return she takes her own ex-;
emption.
You may not take an
to determine whether I made a
exemption for her unless you file
profit^
jointly, or she ha.d no income and
A. — The cost to you is gen- was not another taxpayer's deerally the fair market value at pendent.
the date of the decdent's death.
Remember that when separate
Your stock broker may be able returns are filed, each must hand
to determine the fair market val- is deductions the same way If
ue at the date of the decedent•s one itemizes, so must the other
death Your stock broker may be If standard deductions are used,'
able to determine the fair mark- both must use the the mune type.'
•
et value for you,- •
either, the 10- percent or the min
Q. — Our daughter was mar- imum
Also, be sure to use the tax
ried last fall Can we claim her
as a dependent since we support- table or rate .schedule for mar-'
rind couples filing separately. An'
ed her most of the year'
A — If your daughter does not error frequently made on separate'
file a joint return with her hus- returns is to compute the tax us-;
band and the other dependency tog the rates for married couples/
tests were met, you may claim filing jointly.
her as a dependent.
Q. — On casualty losses, is the
$100 minimum applied to each
loss or does it cover all losses for
the year' We suffered storm and
flood damage last year
A. — The $100 limitation ap*in„ each PeParlite OodbusiMem eagualty Losses which exSia limitation and are not MAAR OR DOLLAR LEAGUE
reimbursed by insurance may be
Week of March IS, MSS
deducted as nonbusiness casulaty Team Standings
W. L.
how
Hot Shots
57
39
Q. — I moved when I changed tTigers
53 43
jobs last year Can I deduct any 'Challengers
52'1 43.,
of my moving expensed'
Jets
48 48
A. — You may be able to de The 4 B's
47 49
duct some of these expenses If Pin-Ups
30'1 (156,
certain conditions are met as exNigh Teem Game
plained in the 1040 instructions. Hot-Shots
615
A copy of Form 3903. which Challenger,
511u
may he obtained by dropping a Tigers
563
post card to your 10(1.1 IRS of.
High Team Three Games
flee, has further info,"nation on Hot-Shots.
1809
thia deduction Form 3903 or a Challengers
1593
statement containing the required Tigers
1564
High Ind. Game Scratch
Bobbie Garrison
230
193
Martha All,
Bobbie Garrison
189
Nigh hid. Gam* N. C.
•,-,••••••• sr ewe... •••
Bobbie Garrison
258
Martha Alla
232
Pat Scott
228
Nigh Ind. Throe Genie Scratch
Bobbie Garrison
572
521
Betty Dixon
Vernn4 Grogan
466
ehllh Ind. Three Gamin MC
657
Bobble Garrison
Betty Dixon
632
Verona Grogan
601
Split* Converted
Hilda Proctor
2,7
Mary Smith
3-10
Besuton Brandon
2.7
Glands Hill
'2-10
Hilda Bennett
Mary Margeson
3-10
2-8-7
Pat Scott
Mary Contri
57
Valeta Stewart
3-7
Onn Birdsong
2-7410
Tog Ten Averages
Bobbie Garrison
161
149
Betty Dixon
143
Martha Ails
Margaret Morton
142
Mary Smith
141
Verona Grogan
136
Glenda Hill
134
On'a Birdsong
133
Peggy Tobey
130
125
Ann Grogan
125 '
Doris Scarbrough

For Sale:Vacation retreat. One room.
All steel exterior. Aber glass insulation.2
louvered,screened windows.Drapes all
around.Wood-panelled interior.Pop-up
top with luggage rack. Sleeps 2 adults,
3children. Clothes closet. Linen closet.
3-shelf storage cabinet.Pantry. Dinette.
Icebox.Water supply.2 utility tables and
reading lamp included.
Price: $3251.75complete.Open for
inspection at our Volkswagen showroom.
Let us show you through
the Campmobile.

MIN

b11•••••••2 CO

Carroll
Volkswagen, Inc.
MN Chestnut St.

•

Phone 753-8850

Seventeen scouts from Troop 45
hiked trails and camped out last
weekend. David Garrison was the
patrol leader that led Ralph Dibble, Cliff Dibble, Marty Wells,
Larry Robinson, Allen Moore, and
Morgan Moore on the 17-mile hike
in the Land Between the Lakes.
honor hikers in the council because they were the only ones
that could stay together.
Albert Zimmerman led Ed moore, Ricky Lowe, Jeff Dowdy,
Mike Parker, and Paul .,Thurman
on a service project to mark 10
miles of the new 50-mile trail in
Land Between the Lakes Steve
Simmons, Rodney Lowe, and Robert Saar led the group in cleaning litter from the Silver Trail
that leads to the Conservation Education area. Four bags of beer
and drink cans were removed
in order to enhance the natural
beauty of the area.
David Garrison and Morgan
Moore finished their Hiking ?derit Badge. Marty Wells, Ralph Dibble, and Cliff Dibble finished part
of their 2nd class requirements
for hiking. The troop also received training in forest fire figbting
and took part in a control burning experiment for the improve
ment of wildlife habitat.
Rick Orr
Troop Scribe

Bowling
STANDINGS

POSTPONE CONSTRUCTIO ,
GENEVA ret — Construction of
a giant European atom smasher
bigger than those in the United
States and Russia has been postponed because only three European countries—France, Belgium
and Austria—so far have agreed
to support the $450 million

—

THE MEASURE OF REAL SAVINGS IS THE
TAPE WHEN YOU CHECK OUT!!

Retail Price '1.50
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STEEL BLADES

Keeps breath fresh for hours!
Reg. 794
Special Price
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- The European Center for Nuclear Research CERN announced
Friday it will meet again in De
cember to see if a majority of
the 13 member countries want to
build the accelerator. CERN sci
entists warned that failure to
construct an atom smasher would
place Europe at a permanent disadvantage In the field of nuclear
physics,
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TAKE A LOOK AT
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Open Monday-Thursday _ .
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New U. S. Ml Nod and Yr.is Furniture Company Just Collided.
Someto* lit To Move knd ft -Was Us.

•

HERE IS ONE OF THE MOST FABULOUS SAYINGS OPPORTUNITIES
EVER OFFERED TO HOMEOWNERS IN WEST KENTUCKY
Wiggins Furniture has been notified by the Kentucky State Highway
Department that they must be out of their building by July 15th, in order
to make way for the widening of the Murray-Benton Highway. Even though
they will start rebuilding in the same location as soon as possible, they cannot have a new building completed in that little time.
This means every item in their store must be sold in the next 100
days. Prices will be lower than ever before on over 17,000 sq. ft. of FAMOUS HOTPOINT APPLIANCES, and other items.
The fantastic sale starts Thursday. . . meantime, Wiggins is closed,
marking down the price on every item in the store. One note...even though
Wiggins will have to be out of business for a short time after the sale, they
will maintain a complete Service Department for their Hotpoint Appliances.
A Sale like you have never seen before starts Thursday at Wiggins
Furniture, 2''2 miles north of Murray on the Benton Road.

a

•

•

CHECK THESE BARGAINS!!

6

And There Are Many, Many More
HOTPOINT
AUTOMATIC WASHERS

REFRIGERATORS
12 CU. PT. HOTPOINT
14 CV. IPT HOTPOINT
DICLUXE _
17 CU. PT.
DELUXE

Was
$199.95

SALE
PRICE
/1118.88

$259.95

11208.841

$29995

8258.88

4 - SPEED DELUXE
2-SPEED DELUXE _ _

S269.95
$259.95

sass

IS/
$1751111

•

Pick from Many More Models

aurrotsrr

HOTPOINT DRYERS

And Many More!
ELECTRIC RANGES
31RE 515
34- - RR 641
WITH

! $169.95
_ $249.95

8135.15
$15545

411- - RC 545

$269.95

8155.11

2-TEMPERATURE DELUXE
$13995
888.88
If you don't like this one, we have other models
with equal savings.

rarLott MIX

And Many, Many More!

Hotpoint Chest and Upright Freezers
at Never Before Low Prices!
Summer will soon be here. Shop our large stock of window air conditioners and save lots of dollars during this Collision Sale.
.--,•••••••4-

Wiggins must sell their entire stock of Hotpoint appilanoss. rhosir
'misfortune (of having the highway go right through the middle
et the store)
Iv your way to save Money — Money — Money'

DON'T FORGET... BUY BEFORE APRIL I AND SAYE
ANOTHER PER CENT

4

ROC16901101rAWICES
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DRAWING MARCH 23

Merchants
Register M The following

Drawing time: 2:30 P.M.
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to create a commercially succaughtl center in the middle of
• city Unlike suburban shopPurchase
ping centers which have space
to sprawl on one level this one
••
had to rise vertically,
To help visitors know The
Cannery had an upstairs, EshBy PATRICK SULI.IVAN
from around the world: a crick designed the structure so
gourmet market; • cheese strollers can be seen on differSAN FRANCISCO ,UPI
ent levels He interlaced The
Martin deplores store, and a Swiss bakiiry.
Leonard V
Also at The Cannery there Cannery with open arcades, an
Impersonality in life's surwill be • Belgian cafe, a French open escalator, broad open
roundings.
stairs and an outdoor elevator,
He was upset a few years ago restaurant, • luxurious 17th
Miss Larsen designed various
when an old woolen mill on the Century English pub. The Ben
large
graphic symbols for
waterfront was demolished to Jonson: a Chinese restaurant;
and • children's amusement stairways to create a feeling of
Make way for high-rise apartarea, In the Penguin Stadium, mobility for visitors She also
,
a troupe of penguins from Peru designed The Cannery tradebrick
red
be
So when the
play baseball, race and perform mark which hangs over the
Del Monte Fruit Cannery near on a special piano
main entrance • multi-colored
Fisherman's Wharf went on
The Cannery is in the same star insignia
investor
lawyer
block.
the
To complete the picture,
martin moved to halt the neighborhood as Fisherman's
wrecker's ball He bought the Wharf and the State Maritime Church placed European Plane
Museum The state will soon trees around the building, acbuilding for $1 million
cented by large evergreens at
That was in 1961 Four and open anoth,r attraction, •
entrances In the central alley
one-half years later the place transportation muaetign, in a
remodeled warehouse dlre.1.11 that will ultimately become an
has reopened with a new name,
outdoor marketplace, Church
behind The Cannery.
The Cannery, and $65 million
has planned large trees to
worth of imaginative refurBest Features Kept
break, but not hide the archibishing
To perform the reconstruc- tecture.
The Cannery Is San Francis- tion of the old fruit packing
The effect of Martin's guiddinco's newest shopping and
plant, Martin was careful to
ance. Estierick's architecture,
trig complex The three floors choose persons who shared a
Chto.h's planting and Miss
Inside the building have been desire to retain the best feaI 0 0. 00 0 tures of the old plant in creat- Larsen's designs has been a
transformed into
-Cannery look" that appears
*Mare feet of leaseable area. ing • totally new experience.
everywhere from the office letenough room for 65 restauHe hired architect Joseph
terhead to the pennants that
rants and specialty stores.
Esherick, landscape architect
fly from the roof
Among the tenants are a New Thomas D Church and wellAnd tourists and San FranYork-baled store featuring in- known graphics designer Marciscans alike will also detect a
dividuality in fashions for get Larsen.
Jewelry
"The problem that had to -feeling" there The wgy Marwomen: a custom
store: s shop selling candles be solved." said Esherick. "was tin feels it; "Walk*, throtlith

Cannery
!ACM SIX

Proves Fruitfu

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•i
r

The Cannery should be like
listening to a. stirring Manachl
band, with its self-abandon, joy
and pathos."

Beautification
Is Practical
LITCHFIELD PARK, Ariz.
(UPI) — "Highway heauthicaUm" has practical advantagesThe roads in this new city for
100,000 persons being built
near Phoenix prove the point.
Every artertal road In Litchfield Park is landscaped with
palm trees, cactus, Aleppo pine
and other specks
No billboards flank the roads No
stores, houses, drive-ins, or industrial or commercial enterprises are allowed to line the
highways All main roads are
shielded by six-foot fences
from residential areas to reduce noise and keep pedestrians away from the roads
Shopping centers and industrial parks house stores and
businesses and provide ample
off street parking for workers
and customers As a result, every main road t not only attractive, but she efficient and
safe because eye-catching distractions and interruptions In
the traffic flow are eliminated.
The first president to be depicted on a US coin. other
than commemorative, was Abraham Lincoln

•-

•
(X)WHIDE EMBOSSED with "frog" graining in off-white
shadings fashions late day bag with tassel-trinuhed silver
chain handles and Jeweled drop earring closing, by Glen.
The whits kid 8-button gloves by Superb an washable.

CALF LEATHER status bag by Resuil in soft taupe shade
is big and roomy, has chic sophisticated lines, two outside
pockets and is great for town and travel wear. Orange felt
fedora is by Sally Victor and the kid gloves are by Lamm.

•

Clean Cut Smart Lines
Outline New Handbags

Belair Shopping
Center

By TAD ROWADY
Cr

r

A GROWING CENTER IN A
GROWING COMMUNITY

COLLEGE SPECIAL

* —

Friday - Saturday & Sunday

We are now leasing space in this
new center. Those interested should
see .
Guy Billington

- REGULAR ER SNACK
PACK

69

MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kettmekii fried Nein.

or
Call . . . 753-4751

Phone 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th

Murray, Kentuc

cent years there has been
By WALTER LOGAN
a resurgence of black and
LOS ANGEL*, 'UPI) —
white and brown and white
There was a lot of talk this
shoes on the golf courses
year in Los Angeles about the Halt have wider brims now—
'Bonnie and Clyde" look in
but not that wide The chief efmen's wear this Fall. A good
fect may be on white Panama
look around indicates the look
hats which are expected to be
will have a major influence but
more popular this summer
It won't revolutionize the men's
Wider Lapels
wear industry
American
designers
With
The look was there In ties.
in shirts, in shoes a little and, having to cope with the fact
maybe, in hats There will be a tney cannot change an entire
lot of striped double breasted industry overnight the chances
suits with a pronounced gang- are there will be a fringe of
ster stripe either pin or chalk, Clyde-type suite but it is more
in • real look of the 19303 But likely only that some of the
this is only a small part of the lapels will be a little wider
Theodora Van Runkle, who
market
The talk was at the recent designed the clothes for the
convention of the Menswear Bonnie and Clyde pictures, said
Retailers of America and the she always had been interested
concurrent meeting of the in the 1930s—her dignified faAmerican Institute of Men's ther still dresses in those fashand Boys' wear The retail- ions—and that "most of my reers, of course, were looking search file was in my head."
''The double breasted suits
hdpefully for something that
worn by Clyde won the most
would increase sales.
Delegates credited Faye attention but what I Irked best
Dunaway in part for the ap- was a brown and white herpearance of the maxi skirt in ringbone tweed with an action
London following her Bonnie back and a high belt,- she said.
"Clyde wore it with brown and
role
--And there Wits great hope white shoes, a pale gray shirt
that Warren Beatty as Clyde and a vest—everything had a
would have as much influence vest
"Actually if •I-were designing
for the double breasted striped
suit—In reverse—as lark Ga- men's wear I'd just design a
ble did for the undershirt in vest and pants which Clyde
'
'It Happened One Night
He wore so often."
And where will it all end?
appeared bare chested and un''l know but I'm not saying."
dershirts almost disappeared
The clothing people hove Beat- she said.
Well, maybe it will be the
ty's influence will be just the
hippy look. She is now designopposite
A check of the hundreds of ing costumes for a,new picture
exhibits showed the DB stripes "I Love You, Alice B. Toklas"
and all the costumes are hippy
were only a small part of the
whole 'and that the very ex- costumes.
You never can tell. The hiptreme models were likely to be
pies in Los Angeleil have pretty
srldolied up by the avant garde
Mgr hippyor teen-seers who will wear mums oveh
almost anything as long as type jewelry and now some of
the more respectable members
are
rebelling
they
against
of the community have taken
something
to wearing beads and pendants
On the other hand, men's with their- formal wear Actor
dress shirts turned to dark George
Hamilton was seen retones and ties turned to light cently' in
Acapulco Wearing a
tones and it is possible to flowing
formal shirt with a
achieve a 1930 gangster look in large
pennant around his neck
• gray flannel suit. If they still
exist, or some of the snappier
glen plaids After all, Michael Enrollmant Rime
SPRINGFIELD, Mo (UPI) Pollard wore big bold plaids in
Enrollment in the nine Assemhis role
blies of Clod Bible and artsKnobby -toed shoes already
otelenCes ccilleges In the United
have made an appearance and
States for 1967-68 is 4.860 an
they were pretty much "in- in
increase of 309 over the 1966the 1920s and 1930s and in re47 total

Let us clean
them... perfectly!
Appearances do count! You
can't make your best uppearance
- without perfectly cleaned and finished clothes to give you the polish
and confidence you need!

When you want Quality Cleaning,
just call on Boase's . . we work
constantly to improve our service.
Phone 753-2552

—

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY & CLEANER
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

Ahms

The small handbag for the
most part for daytime wear is
gradually losing its load and
being replaced by the bigger
more commodious and more
efficient, functSonal size.
If you are a career woman
you will urickiubUy select the
larger size with outside pockets similar to the one illustrated here to handle the overflow and for quick access to
such small items as. keys,"
handkerchief. pens, notebooks
or even a lorgnette for looking
up • telephone number.
If you are purely social and
run into town for luncheon
or an sally dinner, naturally
the small satchel or triplet
bag is fine. Even a flat envelops will suffice provide it
Is roomy enough to hold the
inevitable wallet, credit cards,
driver's license and glasses.
The choice is yours. So
make yoar handbag wardrobe
a many.gpiandpred thing .with
types to so along with the
current fashion trends in
clothes. You II be short on
boredom and long on fun.

'Bonnie and Clyde' Look
Seen in Some Fall Wear

Take pride
in your clothes

—

WHATs the right type of
handbag for Spring' There is
none! That is there's no one
particular size or shape—but
there are lots of delightful
bags to suit all tastes—from
the ultra feminine ones to the
casual sports and gala dike.
To go along with the dreamt day trends in skirts 'and
silhouettes, American leather
handbags are minis, midis and
ITIALLIS. Their shapes are slim,
Kt-and-flare, chunky, boxy,
elongated. accordian - pleated,
tailored and casual. Sonia even
are made up in triplet form
on chain or leather handles.
According to Leather Industries of America. there Is a
myriad of leather textures including the embossed frog or
turtle grainings on calf and
cowhide. Colors are delicious
and plentiful. They report
that never before have handbag fashions been so purely
Individual The handbag you
prefer fcr any specific Occasion is surely to come in several types of American leathers and colors.

O.

•

•

.

„
DEEPENED YELLOW turtle-embossed leather satchel by
Ftonay sports two inner compartments. contrast-stitched
handle and luggage straps. It is worn here with suede coat
by Avanti, hat by Lin-Mac and kid gloves by Larrun.

6

'Mileage For Money'
TRY THIS EXCITING NEW GAME
AT MI SUPER SHELL
Just match the speedometer reading
on your coupon which you receive
at your 641 Super Shell Station.

•

And Win . .

$2,500 - $1,000 - $500

•

$50 - $5 -$1
NO PURCHASE -NECESSARY
Register NOW For . . .

Free Gasoline
Each Week for 4 Weeks We
Will Give Away FREE.

25 Gals.Shell Gas
Just Register ... That's All!
**** *

•

641 SUPER SHELL
U.S. 641 South — Across from Jerry's

Those Good Shell Products
MAX MerVISTON - OWNER

•
•

I••••••••••.

4.1411111'

•
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THE

— IS- NOW —

Southside Barber Shop
Newly Remodeled
OWNERS

Billy Earl Brandon and Bud Myers
Bob Stogner is employed at this shop.

sliVEralre

But would youkelieve it if we told you

SUPER

LB.

BOAT & MOTOR, BICYCLES, & TENT
to be given away
Saturday, March 23 at 2:30 p.m.

And if you popped a Jane Parker Pie into the oven

COPYING.44S i,sa 1141 GOMM ATLANTIC II PACIFIC 11I1 CO INC

A RAIN CHECK

—EXTRA BONUS —
10 FREE Ca Washes at WISHY—WASHY

49c
7

9c

SLICED INTO
CHOPS

Canned Ham

4

STAR

La S1449

FRESH WATER CATFISH DINNERS

CAN %,

LIGHT CHUNK

fra STEAK DINNERS

4I

A&P TUNA

each week for the four weeks
Southside Sellabration

Cole Slaw
• Bibb Lettuce

3B59C

(SAVE Us)

39c

LB

BROWNIES
ISAVE 2041

PKG.

DEODORANT

49c

BOTH 70Z. CANS

SULTANA FROZEN FRENCH FRIED

89

POTATOES

,

*******

3
Bollard's
REFRIG BISCUITS

00
1.15. 13-01. CANS

Blowy Bar
.--lux FACIAL SOAP

37c 2 2.7, ,c,Ts 49c 6:f- rs 49c 3

CT. PKG.

2in_

Beef Stew 1
AUSTE X
15Y2 OZ CANS

:er Is
7-hairman
' Murray has
Kysoc chairounty. it has
W. T. Isaac,
of the'Ken',
!rippled Chilhairman, Laslocal health
therapists
Iping to enpeel children
le camp this

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SOUTH 12th STREET

7arrollton. is
by the Ken.
rippled Chilwily resident
the state delildren with
of physical

ROAD SERVICE
Phone 753-9081
Washing
* Batteries
* Tune Up

Cling Peaches

99c

******

— FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY —

ALP YELLOW

LB. CTNS.

Tissue I
tharmin Tissue Puff's
FACIAL
2( OF F
BATHROOM
•

CAN

BUY 1, GET 1 FREE!
ALP SPRAY

Nutley Margarine

4-ROLL PKG

vast projert
at $51 mil-

WALSTON
TEXACO

Shortening
49c
3

DRIP OR PERC

• 5,

.kley and Ken
m and Trigg
ky and Stewsee— has exement of the
several years

Register Now For The
BOAT & MOTOR, BICYCLES & TENT

WHITE BEAUTY

25C

ALP

0

.nt.
partially corna huge tract

• PIZZA

• COUNTRY HAM

• HOMEMADE PIES - Made In Our Kitchen

• SANDWICHES

APPLE PIE

Ill

$139

• BREAKFAST WITH HOT BISCUITS

Also Serving
• PLATE LUNCHES AT NOON

* *****

,„,ikI. lth
CAKE DONUTS
SUGAR
(CINNAMON
49C
DOZ.
PLAIN

(MEE
•
,
2 LB. CAN

'VA at Knox
d to comment
'Anon or Mrs.

SOUTHSIDE SIDE SHOPPING AREA SELL-A-BRATION

DRAWING FOR BOAT and MOTOR,

Apples

FISH & CHIPS

TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE

TWO BICYCLES and TENT, MARCH

•

We Specialize in . . .

it

Grocery Values!

TRANSISTOR
RADIO

JONATHAN OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

ral agency had
idowners mak.
erty to which
iers had been
it she said an
wners refused
ers containing
s.
eferred to the
'VA publicity

REDEEM FEDERAL FOOD STAMPS AT YOUR FRIENDLY A&P STORE

A & P Will Give Away A

Winner at A&P Last Week
was Mrs. Mahlon FrizzelL

iteheacL of I.v.
esman for the
that approxi; remaining in
ed to sell their
'A for the de

— 7 DAYS A WEEK —
WE CATER TO PRIVATE PARTIES,
LODGE MEETINGS, CHURCH GROUPS, Etc,

PKGS.
SOUTHERN

SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT

Open 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.

LB.6

I4(

;00

:Y. MTH —
ave refused to
the Tennessee
for the Land
•s national re...,
formed a new
Centucky Chapin Landowners

South 12th Street
Seating Capacity 170 People

30Z $100

Jane Parker Buys

23rd, 2:30 p.m.

vners
orm
[don

Waltoil-"Monk" Stallons, Manager

RiGHT1/4 Pork Loin:

3

Are Jane Parker Pies a good reason for shopping A&1"
They're one of many.

•

Iles west of Ha.
FIG fighters.
Nere aimed at
convoys streah Vietnam and
sported a specthat sent smoke
at into the air
,d at least 110
yed in the conugh the pan-

* ****** I* **************

Ham, Beef,
Corned Beef
Or Turkey

and warmed it before serving,
you'd discover a pie-you'd be proud to call your own.

Wing
ceiye
n,

iths
)00

Register for the FREE

(FLAT END) POINT END
LB.9c
LB. 894

SUPER RIGHTSLICED

Then yOu'd discover the crust is short and flaky like your own.
You'd discover the fruit is the kind you'd use .
the best...juicy. not stiff with starch:

RY

IX No. 69

S OIL CO.

BY THE PIECE

SLICED LB 59i 1

our Jane Parker Pies taste home-baked'
Probably nut.. until you've tried one.

ME

1

GAintr

;hia pass lead
n Page 5)

But...you say,-"No thanks,
there is nothing like a good home-baked pie."
We agree .. they're great."

ay

ation
City

49c

SU FFr RIGHT

rum.114%, ANY ADVI Wrist n [TIM . PI LASE REOUEST
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU MARCH 23

t Paid

ACCESSORIES

OM 24 MRS

South 12th and Story Avenue

Bologna ,
Corned Beef

II IS %la{ TO

S OIL

-4

WHOLE, HALF,
OR BUTT
PORTION

Maybe it's because they discovered Jane Parker Pies

atchel by
tattlebed
made coat ./
y Lama

RINIESRIESIS

SHANK PORTION

thousands have.

•

-1.r • LF.

OKED HAMS
LI.

MARCH 20, 1968

WF_:DNI0SDAY

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. elm) of four (two double beds) run
Equal Treatment
—A family of four persons via- between $20 and $25.
VErl seta standards of equal
lUng the Ban Antonio HerniaIt is the same with food. A treatment for all, fair and reaPair can find a place to sleep person can exist on $4 or $5 • sonable prices and "genuine
at night for as little as $2 or day or spend five or six times courtesy to everyone."
as much as $72.
that much at fancier restauGeorge L. Ptchtenbaurn, an
The $2 rate is for a campsite rants.
investigator for the American
and, of course, the family us-, Th Clt of„, San Antonio,
Society of Travel Agents, Inc.,
ing it has to provide its own,, SantitiatanIO Chamber of Cominvestigated Hernia/Pair housing
officials
BeinisPair
and
merce
*accommodations—camper, tent
"with the problems of M011tne.
Services,
Visitors
organized
or sleeping bats.
treal's Expo '67 fresh in mind."
The $72 rate is at a dude (VSI) a non-profit organisavisitors
that
insure
help
to
tion,
Signal corps planes first toot
ranch. Most hotel and motel
accommodations for a family get uniform, fair prices at ho- part In Army maneuvers in
tels motels and restaurants
Awittst 1912

alot
(Ow
neighbors
harestoned
bakingpies!

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Organization Formed To Insure
That **ors &-t a Fair Shake

The Barber Shop Formerly Known as
THE MURRAY BARBER SHOP

pa shade
a outside
nage felt
y Lamm.

—

TIMES

k

LEDGER

41c

:" Tires
Greasing
Balancing
* Wheel
Mufflers

ntians
festern

Brake Work

— There
am Calloway
,334 regularat Western
for. the 1968
rgest spring
the history
ast year 8,.
spring semrease of 1,7 per cad
spring sem-

YOU CAN TRUST YOUR CAR TO THE MAN
WHO WEARS THE STAR . . .

3

'way County
this spring
eltner, RobSue Hagan
Williams.
-

The TEXACO Star!!
a.
"
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•
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TIMES
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MATICH 20,19.8.
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SERVING

I

We're A Little Hard To Find
But It's Worth Your Time L
We realize that a lot of people in our
Avenue&
4area don't know where Pogue
is located. For those of you who don't,
the left will A
know,, the little map

SYCAMORE

•

Sal

Murray and Calloway County

CARROLL
Ti RE
SER V IC E

E

I

POGAJE

Ave

help.
We are your local Uni-Royal Dealers
and have been for the past four years.
We carry a complete line of tires for /41/
any make or model car.
Pick up your Free Tickets for the I
BIG PRIZES be given away Saturday, March 23. Extra 100 tickets Free,
with purchase of four tires!

•

Carroll Tire Service
— SHOP SOUTHSIDE FOR BETTER BARGAINS
1105 Pogue Ave.

Phone 753-1489

MURRAY, KY.

-01110.

1111110- .4111111111o.

-4411Mlott4411140.

Register now for the

4

0

•

•

0

0

Boat & Motor, Girls' Bicycle, Boy's Bicycle, & Tent
TO BE GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY, MARCH 23rd

--HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
— Where Sales and Service Go Together —
Murray, Kentucky
South 12th Street
Phone 753-2617

DRIVE 1N,,BRANCH

NEW CARS

NEW & USED TRUCKS—O.K. USED CARS

Stop In and Inquire About Our . . .

Impala V-8 Sale Now in Progess!

PEOPLES BANK
REGISTER NOW FOR THE
We here at the Drive-In Branch of the Peoples Bank

BOAT & MOTOR, Girls' BICYCLE
Boy's BICYCLE, & CAMPING TENT

are pleased with whatever contribution we have been able to
make to the economy of Murray and Calloway County.

•

Our hope is that we can serve the economy of this area

TO BE GIVEN AWAY DURING THE
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING AREA CELEBRATION

even more in the years to come. We invite you to take advantage of our facilities.
Register

When You Stop

We are pleased to cooperate with the Southside Merchants
in this promotional endeavor an4 inyite visitors. in.this_
area to register at the Drive-In Branch only for prizes.

iplep
Jo*

lp

•

•

•

Drawing
March 23
No Purchase Necessary

RESTAUR ANTS

All Types of Loans Available
New Car Financing Rate 4.9(

South 12th Street
ANOTHER REASON TO BANK AT . .

— EXTRA BONUS —

PEOPLES,BANK
MURRAY

FIVE FRESI41 STRAWBERRY
PIES

KY.

- MEMBER F.D. I.C.
TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT
WHO REGISTER THERE!!

. . . WHERE YOUR MONEY WORKS FOR YOU!

•

•

•

•

4

.

•

•
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LAWN MOWERS
coms Tour ST

e

in our
venue
don't
Ft will

wtsr

MAIN ST
TO CADIZ
-. ,4 -

MURRAY POWER MOWER...3 1/2 H.P.
22 INCH CUT...EASY SPIN STARTER
* WHEELS ADJUSTABLE TO 6 CUTTING
HEIGHTS * GRASS DISCHARGE BETWEEN
WHEELS.

SYCAMORE ST

A

3ealer
years.
-es for It

f re

MURRAY SELF PROPELLED MOWER
3 1/2 H.P. 22" cut *Easy Spin Starter
Wheels adjustable to 6 cutting heights
*Grass discharge between wheels

TO PARIS

or the I
SaturA1 Free
NEW!'AUTOMATIC
/*

•

4

DEMAND

•Patent applied for

ER

it Paid
lation
n City
County
IX No. 69

GIVEN AWAY
SATURDAY MARCH 23

iths

STALLION TWIN 7 custom
electric - 12 volt batteries
8 Speed tronsmission..$399
12 vett battery

•

tidy blade clutch

$38.88
1/2 HORSEPOWER BRIGGS - STRATTON
ENGINE • 4 CYCLE •EASY SPIN STARTER

Register
for FREE
Boat Motor
Camper Tent
2 Bicycles

RIDING LAWN TRACTORS
See Us For The "Big Power"
Line of Stallion Lawn Tractors
3 POWERFUL MODELS TO
CHOOSE FROM

TORQUE DRIVE

-ROTARY LAWN

NOM

UP' lever helebt
arbustment

----i-FlotatieN twee
IS" rear-14 keit •

you find some grass clippings unc-•
Its because we ye used it to cut gr
test. We put every tractor through tre m.•-t • . •
ss,on con,,
carefully checking steering trans.St,)"' • you name '
twig unit, engine
for that leaves the plant has naC
lE e
*Ith
uwner
new
its
provide
Odd is ready to
vendable, trouble-tree performance.
If

Fell duller
betties stet

* 22 INCH CUT

STALLION TWIN 7 Custom'
Easy Spin Starter - 8 speed
transmission....$399,00
STALLION TWIN 7 5speed
transmission - Easy Spin
$299.00
Starter

•
EVERY DAY" BIG K" LOW PRICES

STYRATOAM COOLERS
•

•

6-Pals Foam Coorer 84
32 Qt. Foam Chest 99C
42 Qt Foam Chest 1.66
Half gal. Foam Jug 74C
ICE 64CKET 1.3C 1-gal.foarnJug94C
Shakespeare No. 5210 Complete Outfit

18 inch Portable
PICNIC GRILL
24 inch (no wheels)
FOLDING BRAZIER
24 inch (with wheels)
FOLDING BRAZIER

I.

Mitchell 304
Garcia
LIST PRICE 24.75

SHAKESPEARE NO. 5183 OUTFIT
1771 PUSH BUTTON REEL WITH LINE
•SHAKESPEARE GLASS FIBER ROD • LIST 18.00

11

•

STP Motor Oil
Treatment

LADIES

SHELLS

Super
Consentrate
LIMIT 2

6

ONLY

$7.77

LIST
24.75
42.00
38.00
34.00
21.00
26.95
22.95
7.95

LIST
ITEM
11.95
Johnson 98
21.95
Zebco 33 Spinning Reel
14.95
Zebco 606 Spinning Reel
8.50
Zebco 404 Reel
12.50
South Bend 1180 Fly Rod
14.50
South Bend 1190 Fly Rod
Shakespeare A120M Cast.Rod 17.00
Shakespeare PBAICO Cast. Rod 14.95

CUFFS
• 100', COTTON FLAT
KNIT
• SIZES - SMALL, MEDsemi I abb(•:a

- Dresses

1.77
To

LADIES
SHIRT

LADIES' PANTIE
.),ze 5 to 10

Size 7 to 12

• 75% COTTON
• 25% POLYESTER
•PUMA-PRESS

ONLY
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W. T. Isaac,
af the Ken:rippled Chil-

Size 1 to 3x

COATS

rvA

tier Is
21tairmnium

'4"

3

BOYS'

BIG
7.97
10.97
6.97
4.97
8.97
9.97
10.4 7
6.97

rat agency had
idowners makserty to which
ken had been
ut she said an
iwners refused
ers containing
s.
teferred to the
NA publicity

LADIES'

II

I

BIG K
10.97
16.97
20.97
17.97
10.97
16.97
14.97
4.97

STRAW
-HANDBAGS

• CONIRASTING TRIM
& RIBBED (OLLAR &

1 11
$

$

$1.66

1/2 inch GUARANTEED
EIGHT YEARS

vast project
at $31 mil-

BOYS
KNIT Sh:RTS

PAJAMAS

itehead, of I.v.
esman for the
that approxi, remaining in
ed to sell their
:Ai for the de.

CHECK THESE EVERYDAY 1.0W PRICES AND
DECIDE FOR YOURSELF WHO HAS THE LOWEST PRICES
ITEM
Mitchell 304 Reel
Mitchell 300 Reel
Mitchell 308 Reel
Mitchell 170 As.b-matic
Mitchell 120 Aub-matic
Johnson 1108 Citation
Johnson 100B Century
Johnson 088

vners
li orm
Ilion

$5.77

$17.77
WAGON GRILL
..$24.77
GRILL..
COVERED WAGON
ENAMELED KETTLE GRILL....$17.77
20 pound Bog CHARCOAL
$1.22

'11.51

NORRIS SHAKESPEARE FLY REEL • WONDER
ROD • D LEVEL FLY LINE LIST 24.95
FOR THE YOUNG
OUTDOORSMAN
MODEL 77 ZEBCO ROD-NREEL SET LIST PRICE 8.95

1/4 inch GUARANTEED
THREE YMKS

$2.77

';hia pass lead
w Page 5)
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On Hwy. 641 South (So. 12th Street) Murray, KENTUCKY
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The Speaker of the House of
Allan Pinkerton exposed a
has an official
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gang of counterfeiters in Chi- Halgag=tives
on his desk in
cago in 1650 and become
Ilealion but there is no
known as that city's find dllIn UM Striate
tecUve

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UPI)
—Twenty-five foreign countries. the United States. Texas
and Arkansas are exhibitors at
HemisPair.
There are 19 major private exhibitors, including three
breweries, the Mormon Church
and the Southern Baptist
Church.
The most expansive [MOMment exhibit is the $10 million
Institute of Texan Cultures, a
three-level colonnade structure of concrete and slam
Films on rear prajecUon
screens, magnetic tapes, photomurals and slides tell about
Texas all, cattle and space
Henderson it Shuffles, director of the institute, thus
sums up its purpose.
"Most Texans have absorbed
the phony myths perpetrated
by the popular modern media.
They think of early Texans as
a bunch of hell-roaring bumpkins in buckskin who came
brawling across the frontier,
shoved the Mexicans and Indians out of the way and settled
down to shooting each other at
high noon in front of the village saloon.
"They are apt to picture the
typical modem Texan as a

.•", ELECTRIC HEAT

* 40 UNITS

* 15 MINUTES TO KY. LAKE

GOOD RESTAURANTS CONVENIENT

U.S. 641 South (South 12th Street) Murray, Kentucky
******

****** * * * * *****.* *******

A Real Sell-abration
TAKE A DEMONSTRATION DRIVE IN A NEW NM MFRCURY
(must be 21 or over)

loud - mouthed wheeler-dealer
in blue jeans and a big hat,
who fell in a barrel of oil and
Caine up smelling like a millionaire.
*It seems about time to tell
the truth about Texans, early
and late The truth happens to
be Just as colorful, Just as fastremendously
and
cinating
more sell-respecting than the
myth We need to use the modern means of communication to
tell the truth effectively as we
ha.e the myth."
The $6,750,000 United States
Patillon tells with a new motion picture technique, the
story of American culture
along the line of the HerniaPair theme. "The Confluence of
Civilizations in the Americas."
The 20-minute movie Is divided into three phases "The
Legacy," "The Harvest" and
"The Promise" It was planned
by Francis Thompson, whose
movie. -To Be Alive," won a
Motion Picture Academy award
after being shown at the New
York World's Fair
First Phase
liN)r the first phase of the
movie, the theater, seating a
total of 1,200, is divided into
three. 400-spectator theaters.
'Bach of the three groups sees
the first phase on 15 by 20-foot
screens.
For the second phase, the
screens enlarge to 20 by 40 feet
Before the third phase starts,
the walls dividing the grout)*
of kpectators are raised into
the ceiling and the smaller
sereens disappear into the
floor.
The three groups of spectators are Joined for the third

F°41

Drive The Best
MONTEGOS

COUGARS

HATCHER AUTO SALES
•
• YOUR AUTHORIZED MERCURY and GMC TRUCK MAIER

*
4 4- 4- 4-

•
4- 4- $,4 4

5 15 South I 2th Stieet
4 *
* 444444444444444

CATALOG VALUES TO MAKE
SPRINGTIME VALUE-TIME
Never a down payment when / Satisfaction Guaranteed
or your money back
you buy from Sears on credit
- at -

Sears
IMAMS. ROZBUCIL AMID CO.
-

Southside Manor

Murray, Kentucky

PUSH-TYPE ROTARY MOWERS
311 h.p Economy Model - 20-Inch Cut

Was $56.95 — NOW 11134.10S

*

4 h.p. CRAFTSMAN SELF-PROPELLED
22-Inch Cut _ Fingertip Height Adjustment,
_ Was $142.50 — NOW
chain and gear drive - 4-cycle engine

11740

-*
3', h.p. CRAFTSMAN - 20-Inch Cad
4-Cycle Engine - Aluminum Houitng,
5 Cutting heights

Religious
Briefs
Church Gives Up
Sermons for Lent
NORTH WALSHAM, England • UPI • — St Nicholas
Church has given up sermons
for Lent
The pastor said he replaced
sermons with films because he
thought they would have more
impact on worshippers. After
Easter he will return to sermons, he said.
Mission Ban Asked
DJAKARTA •UPI) — The
Moslem Women's Organization
in Northern Sumatra has asked the Indonesian Government
to ban all religious missionary
work except by Moslems.
The request by the organization Alwashlijah. of Atieh, followed • report that Moslem
legislators from Atjeh, in
Northern Sumatra, had demanded the ouster of Chinese
Christian legislators from the
Indonesian parliament "since
the number of Christians in
Aijeh is too small to be
represented" Atieh has one
of the most devout Moslem
populations In Indonesia

Nuclear Project
In Mexico
Id:KSICO CITY (UPI) —
Mexico's nuclear energy center
at Salazar, outside Mexico City,
is expected to be finished by
the end of 1968.
Robert Trevino, assistant director of the center, said the
330-acre project will house a
nuclear reactor, a particle accelerator, shops for designing
and constructing scientific instruments, and laboratories for
nuclear
The
investigations
center will be used to train
technicians as well as make
studies of the use of nuclear
power for electricity.

Women Keep
America Green
MINNEAPOLIS (UP!)—The
little woman not only keeps
the home fires burning, but she
also keeps the garden growing
Dr. J. R Watson, director of
agronomy for Toro Manufacturing Corporation, lawn and
garden equipment producer,
reports that a recent survey of
the nation's gardeners shows 80
per cent of the country's gardens and laws are maintained by women.
What's hubby's excuse? Well,
according to Watson he's too
busy making money to tight
weeds and crabgrass.

Temper, Temper
TA VERSHAM, England
— Marksman Gerald
1 UPI •
Matthewson threw down his
shotgun in disgust when the
Pigeon he was aiming at flew
away.
He is recovering in a hospital from gunshot wounds in
the leg.

First Kentucky
Was In Virginia
FRANKFORT Ky • UPI)—
The name Kentucky was first
used officially by the state of
Virginia In December, 1776,
Kentucky County was created
out of Fincestie County, Virginia

Baptist C
lion
BOSTON • UPI • --The 61st
annual meeting of the American Baptist Convention ._:: be
held I n the War Memorial
Auditorium here May 29-June
2
More thin 8.000 delegates
representing 6.200 American
Baptist churches in 40 states.
Including Hawaii and Alaska.
as well as Puerto Rico, are expected to attend They will
adopt a 1969 budget, elect officers and consider 'resolutions
on the issues of the day

Public To Get
75% of Fair

AND RUNE, ALL FREE . . .
5o Tickets Valuable Drawings
MERCURYS

20, 19tili
WEIllik4HDAY -- MARCH

CRKAY, KENTUCKY

Hemisfair Exhibits
Cover Wide Range

Murray Plaza Court
AIR CONDMONED

.11I

all, La •1

The first faater-than-sound'
night was made by Capt Charles E. Yeager at Muroc, Calf..
on Oct 17. 1957, in the rocketpowered Bell X15-1.

re.

TV & TELEPHONES IN ROOMS

•

Delay Recommended
MINNEAPOLIS • UPI • —The
American Lutheran Church's
SAN ANTONfO. T•a. policy-making Church Council
(LP!) — /Iwo Hoosisfoir has recommended a delay undotal Om 6, perhaps 75 par til 1970 in a decision on whethrent of eta per rnanent build- er to Join the National Cowsdoss rill be converted to Cii of Churches
pub'', owe by the City o/
The Church Council asked
San Antonio end other paulu- that American Lutheran conSir ooeneies•
gregations throughout t h e
T he 622.fwoe Towor of country be given time to furthe Americo., topped by
ther inform themselves about
620-ton, two-leek rww•oraw4 the issues involved in the desod obrerrotion Sumer,
cision It said more time is
be used for yaws. A 810-5 needed for the congregations to
citric renter complex, toe& become adequately informed
nirolly not port of Heusi,- about the National Council
IFOO. mill be awn' to ottreet and its activities
roneentioas to Son gotooko.
— A First
phase, which is shown on a SOWASHINGTON *UPI)* —
Wy-150-foot screen.
?or the first time, a layman
HemisPair gave each foreign has been named Dean of
the
ecerernment, rent free, a build- School of Philosophy of The
ing cant...hung 3 000 square Catpolic University of Amerfeet of air-conditionsd space. ica
Each toverrun-nt that acceptHe is Dr. Jude P Doughed free space could rent addi- erty, who loined the Catholic
tional space. I n multiples of University -B.chool of
Philoso3.000 square feet.
phy as Associate Professor in
Canada rented 6.000 addi- 1966 after having been
on the
tional square feet. Its three- faculty of
Bellarmine College
module exihibit moves front since 1958 Dr
Dougherty spedisplays of its parliament to Its cializes in
American Philosowheat fields, from a handphy and has written on the
made Indian canoe to a gold metaphysical
mote of contemminer and on to churning wa- porary
restlessness,
recent
ter wheels that symboling Ca- American
naturalism, •n d
nada's resources
American naturalistic ethics
The interior floor of .Canada's first module is almost en- Car 111674, Where Are You?
tirely water, to emphasize the
HARRISON. NJ •UP!) —
nation's rivers and lakes.
111674. where are you? AcCar
To. Belgian exhibit Includes cording to • recent study of
an elegant display of diamonds railroading. It's no longer •
and other gems and shows a lengthy detailed task for raildiamond cutter at work
roads to find freight cars.
Nicaragua. Guatemala. Honthanks to computers
duras, El Salvador and Costa
A computer operator searchRica joined together in an exing for a car simply punches
hibit in one 3.000-square-foot
number on a keyboard, and
its
Automatic
vehicles
module
Instantly a list of the car's
12
of
tour
a
on
visitors
takes
movements appear on a screen,
cubicles and a courtyard which
says the locomotive manufacshow the products, art and culturing unit of Studebakertural contributions of the five
Worthington. Inc.
rountries.
Car 111674 belonged to an
Prance also has a three.
Eastern railroad and left Kalamodule exhibit, which uses
and mazoo , Mich , at 6 45 a m.
walls
on
projections
with a load of paper for Atlanscreens, accompanied by a tapta It reached Elkhart • Ind )at
ed explanation The French ex915 am
Each move was
hibits also include art and
shown unUl It left Cincinnati
fashion shows
at 2.35 p m two days later and
The German exhibit tells
was taken over by another railabout German contributions to
road.
development of the -New
World" Several panels draw
attention to the ties between
the Past the Present and
Texas and Germ-any
the Future" Carousel projeeThe Arkansas exhibit tells tors * tell of points of interest in
about "Confluence Arkansas Arkansas
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Boat- Motor
Bicycles
Tent
To Be Given Away
SAT., MARCH 23
Continuing the
S outhside Shopping Area Sellabration
* EXTRA BONUS *

Chicken Dinner for Two
One Dinner will be given each week of this
Sellabration. Register at the Holiday Inn,
Highway 641 South,
•

cam'girl
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Shoe
"Now"
The
YOW

V

wag have to "leer

Mrs on* for yourself
bra range of colors and
al worth Cover G.rl's
ultra-soft construchon
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SNAE TM!
Southside Manor Shopping Cente
P.O. Box 612

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-8339

Was $78.55 — NOW Mile

— *

.1

— CRAFTSMAN RIDING MOWERS — —
5 h.p. - 24-inch Rider - 4 cycle engine,
4 Cutting Heights - semi-pneumatic tires __ Was $166.44

6 h.p. - 26-inch Rider - 4 cycle engine, autP:type
Was 1224.50 — NOW *I AS.SIS
steering, easy height adjustment.
6 h.p. - 32-inch Rider - 4 cycle engine, 3 forward
Was $359.95
ipteds, two to four miles per hour _
10 h.p. - 36-inch Rider - Long We Engine
3 forward speeds - cushion seats - 5 cutting heights,
Mowing blades - visual gas gauge - pneumatic tires

IRONSTONE
DINNERWARE

Start your
set today.

NOW 111511.1 I

at
TROTTER'S

NOW $3014.9s

GULF SERVICE
(P'4•1' 11•44111.95

REGISTER FOR FREE GIFTS TO BE GIVEN AWAY
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FRYERS 390iwicepriuni
Grade A

Swift

IENERS

ct

CANNED HAM
52 79
35c
dirrti
PihrellI
890 SAGE
SPARE RIBS
49

10
lb
Bananas
Sweet Potatoes lb 10
Carrots
2 pkgs 29
Red Potatoes 10 lbs 29
Radishes pkg
5C /

Swift 3 lbs.

pound

pound

fil

SALAD 843µL

Sliced

Deln

(

pound

1V

pound

LU

COUNTRY

0

II

29
LIPTON

Fruit Cocktal

16( aunt

39 _ TEA_ BAGS
290 COFFEE
290 Pk. & Beans
LAY'S DORITOS
CHIPS
390
250 TORTILLA
REGULAR
Reynolds Wrap
25
Yukon Hour
990
WaWorf Tissue
190
290
850
!MAXWELL HOUSE - 1 Lb.

IAN CAMP

POP1G
Green Beans
HUNTS
Bush's Kraut

46-Ox.

f
S,
Rick's Spoon 'n Serve

Whippet Topping 2- 39
Sashile Fig Bars lb pkg 29-0
FROZEN FOOD FAVORMS

K ENTI"( • K V REALTY - .tt 26 Can

TOMATO

SAUCE

IS-Os. Can

PAL - 21 Lb.

P'nut Butter

With

ONION DIP

SELF- RISING

10 Lb.

With Coupon Below

PRIDE OF III INO1.
COUPON REQUIRED WITH PURCHASE
4 ROLLS OF

Frozen Pie Shells 2 for 390
FROSTY ACRES TV DINNERS
Turkey 39
Beef 390
•
Ham 39c
Krinkle Kut French Fries ly2 lbs 290
Dutch Am

•

FAMILY S

DEL MONTE - # 2e Can

ilear Our

Quart

Salad Dressing
EggsIz, 3 doz $1.00
850
Wesson Oil

CO
Crackers

iftairam."

MUSSEUU4
.A7Wii- aE., 4

3 lb Jar

•

Hog

25c JOWL
l
°*T
tiiiC
PuAnd FISH
1
CATSUP 19oLyietticaP

--a -

- MARCH•20, 198

69

pound

b"

WEDNESDAY

29oV

pound

12 oz.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

—

SOLID PACK

amiki Waldorf.

OLEO

BATHROOM TISSUE

spires Starch 25,

JOHNSON'S
"Fine Food
for
Fine Folks"

REGISTER HERE FOR THE

Boat & Motor—Bicycles—Tent

We Reserve The
Right to Limit
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